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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I·!len and women discharg ed from the a rmed services of our 
country constitute a large segment of our population. It 
seems quite lik ely, a lso, because of p resent unse ttled world 
conditions, that their number will expand greatly within the 
next few years. 
According to Roger Cumming, 1 Chief Social Worker, Dep art-
ment of Medicine and Surgery, Veterans Administration, living 
vet e rans who served in the armed forc e s in time of vrar, 
numb ered , in mid-1950, 19,06 7,000. Of these, 350,000 were 
women. 1 5 ,3 70,000 had seen service in rvorld vVar II. Veterans 
of World Wa r I, with some few survivors of earlier wars, 
composed t he r emainder. 
Statistics s uch as these, in and by themselves, ind icate 
lit t le e x cep t tha t there is r.r i thin our r anks a sizable group 
of peo p le v;ho have had in some respects a common e xperi ence, 
i.e., a t some period in the i r live s they wore the "Lmiform of 
one of our armed services and were subject to its discip line 
and authority. One mus t not lo s e si [',h t of the fact, however, 
that these a re 19,067,000 individuals, '.Vith individual hop es, 
fear s, aspirations, comp laints , and problems. 
1. Cu.rruning , Ro ger, 11 Veterans 1 Benefits and Services 11 , 
Social Work Year Book, 1951, p. 522. 
The tr211sition from war to pe a ce coming with separation 
from service was not an easy matter for the majority of these 
veterans. T'n ere were for all some great disappointments and 
some rude awakenings: 
There is the learning that one has been living all 
the time in t h e army a~d out of it, the learning 
to g ive u p glamorous ambitions, and the bring ing 
of one's self to accep t a little dull job and to 
marry a woman who · is just a good ordinary woman 
and to buy a suit of clothes with two p a irs of 
pants.2 
The social, economic, and politic a l scenes to which the 
vete rans of World Vars I and II returned differed, to be sure. 
The wars they fought were different in character, also, 
especially in terms of length, speed, locale, and motivation. 
Yet, althoug~ the conduct of wars may change, the constant 
threat of injur y or sudden and violent death which is s o much 
a part of war, is no more fri ghtening for today 1 s ex-serviceman 
than it was fO I' his father s ome thirty years a go. 
The veteran discharged with a neuropsychiatric disorder 
undoubtedly faces a civilian re adjustment problem far mo r e 
complex than that of his fellow veterans, . for his emotional 
attitudes and his symptoms influence all of his reactions and 
feeling s both toward himself and his environment. Valenstein 
has s a id that: 
2. Willard Waller, The Veteran Comes Back, p. 126. 
2 
Neurotic veterru1s feel p articularly isolated; 
they identify neither with soldiers nor with 
civilians. ~Ley feel unappreciated, rejected, 
exploited, and insecure. Tney are bitter and 
many rationalize their hostility in criticism 
of individuals, social group s and the govern-
ment . 3 
The body of this thesis is to be devoted to a comparative 
study of the symptoms and social problems presented by t wenty-
five Wor ld War I veterans and twenty-five World War II veterans 
v;hose cases were active at the Boston Mental Hygiene Clinic of 
t he Veterans Administration during the three-month period, 
October through December 1950 . The primary purpose of the 
study is to determine similarities, differences, and changes 
in the syi.ap toms and problems px'esented and to evahwte such 
material as is obtained, in terr11s of its possible implications 
f or future p lanning for veterans. 
As this study was originally set up, it was pla._nned to 
make comparisons of the d a ta in t h e following ways: 
1. A comparison of the s -:,rmp toms and problems 
presented by the t wo groups at the time of 
first intake at the Mental Hygiene Clinic . 
2 . A comparison of the same items as presented 
by World War I veterans at the ti:rne of theil" 
discharge from service and as presented by 
t h.ese st:une veterans at the time of first 
intal-ce . 
3 . A comparison of t he srune items as presented 
by Wor ld War II veterans at t h e time or their 
discharge f r om ser vic e and as presented by 
these same veterans at the time of first 
intake. 
3 . Arthur F . Valenstein, M.D., 11 Problems in the Treatment 
of the 11eurotic Veteran 11 , The Jour nal of Nervous and i\Iental 
Disease, 108 : 21L~, September 19~_tj. 
3 
LJ-• A comparison of the same items as p resented 
by each of the two group s at the time of 
their respective sep arations from the service. 
Hov1ever, a s will be noted in greater detail later, the 
majority of the Wo r ld War I veterans of thi s study group were 
discharged from servi ce apparently in good health, only to 
develop, o r become inc r easingly aware of, symptoms and various 
other difficulties during the few years immediately following 
discharge. In t h ose cases in which the r ecords g ive litt le 
or no indication of the veteran's actual condition at discharg~ 
(i.e., most World War I and a few v"iorld War II c a ses), those 
notations made o f t he individual's condition a t the time of 
his first p ension cla i m have been emp loyed for comparative 
p urp oses. 
This meth od vms used with reluctance by t h e writer who 
had h oped , in all inst~nces, to secure information on these 
elements before modi:fication, if any, occurred as a result of 
e xposure to a p ost-war, civilian envirorunent. Also, many of 
these recOI'ds were not clear as to social problems vlhich may 
have been presented at discharge; and , therefore, a comparison 
o~ symp toms only is to don e for that p eriod. 
T11.e word 11 symptom11 a s u sed throu ghout this thesis re:fers 
to physic a l and emotional manifestations of the individual's 
neurotic disturbance, including fear s of v arious k inds. ~1.e 
terms 11problem11 and 11 social p l'"'oblem11 have been applied to 
difficulties of an environmental and s ocial n ature, with full 
realization tha t these, t oo, may be observable expressions of 
the individual's Qnderlying conflict. 
Problems have been divided for purposes of classification 
into broad areas of difficulty, which may tend to overlap in 
some instances. These include: marital, fami ly, sexual, 
occupational, school, legal, and housing difficulties as well 
as difficulties with people in general. 
The total population of Wo_rld Vvar I veterans whose cases 
v1ere a ctive during the p eriod under consideration was thirty-
eight. It was felt that this number :might be too large for 
c areful study, and that a random sample of t wenty-five, such 
a s was chosen from among these by the writer, would provide 
equally good results. 
The selection· of t wenty-five World War II veterans 1vas 
also conducted at random, but so:m.ew'hat more arbitrarily, with 
no attemp t made at matching the two groups. The vvr i tel"' chose 
for this group the first nrune appearing immediately behind 
each of the a lphabetical divisions of the a gency's active c ard 
f ile vri t h the exception of t v1o divisions in which no surnames 
fell at the time. 
In a few instances, the first name behind a particular 
le tter was that of a World War I veteran or a veteran who had 
served in both Viforld Wars . Such a name was discm"ded, and the 
next name in order vras selected f or inclusion in this study. 
This meth od of selection is admittedly a limited one, since 
those case s chosen vrere dependent upon many extraneous factors, 
including tl1e accuracy of the card file at the time. The 
5 
writer feels tha t the Vlorld War II c a ses so s e lected are quite 
representative as a group of the k ind of cases falling within 
t h is service p eriod seen in the Clin ic as a whole. One of the 
World Wa r II veterans so chosen actually was disch arged from 
service p rior to Pearl Harbor; but he is considered to h a ve 
served during the war p eriod according t o the broad definition 
of this p eriod, Sep tember 16, 19L~o through J:uly 25, 19L,7, 
employed in the agency for various administrative purp oses. 
The d a ta was secured mainly from t wo sources: 
1. The initia l intak e intervievl (or interviews) 
with t he intak e social worker and p sych iatrist 
contained in the veterru1 1 clinic treatment 
ch art, and 
2. the veteran's Essential (Claim) Folder which 
contains largely medical i nformat ion from 
t ime of induction t o d ischarge as well as 
information on p ost-d ischa r ge adjustment, 
medical care, hospita liza tion, and pension 
a djudication. 
A schedule was employ ed fo r purp oses of abstracting these 
r e cords. (See App endix.) ~~enever p ossible, an effort h as 
been made to record difficulties and s ymptoms in t he words 
of the p ati ent and/or the therapist in order tha t their 
presenta tion mi ght not r eflect the opinion or biases of t h e 
writer. 
Certa in furth er limita tions of this study should be noted. 
The Essent ial Folders of t wo of t h e World War II veter ans and 
one of the World War I veterans were not available to the 
writer. Some of t he informa tion the wri t er h ad hoped to find 
i n t h e Essential Folders, a s noted above, was not available in 
6 
those records read; however, the very lack of such information 
may have i mportant implications f or this study. Also, much of 
the information was written by hand in pencil, and therefore 
was in some instances almost entirely illegible because of' the 
age of the records. 
As has been mentioned earlier, for comparative purposes, 
symptoms and problems presented at the time of first intake 
were used. The fact has been considered that during the course 
of treatment these may be altered considerably. It Vias felt 
that the period of first intake being somewhat less removed 
from the t i me of separation might give a more accurate 
indic a tion of changes , i f any, which had occurred in the 
inter val. 
In the following chapters there may be discussion of the 
sour·ces of referral of these cases, the disciplines to v1hich 
they were assigned, and t : e question of the influence of 
pensioning on t r eatment. It is not the writer 's intention to 
attemp t an evaluation of treatment itself. Tb.e value of a 
study of this nature lie s in its emphasis upon the kind or 
problems that these tvro diffex•ent groups of veterans present; 
for i'Ihat these Wor ld rrar I veterans are now may p:.."ovide us 
with a clue as to what some of our World War II veterans may 
become in t wenty-five or thirty years . 
In this study, the v10rds 11 veteran 11 and 11patient 11 vlill be 
used interchangeably a s vdll the expressions Niental Hygiene 
Unit and Mental Hygiene Clinic. V'Tnen the \'lord Clinic is 
7 
8 
capitalized, it refers to the Boston Mental Hygiene Unit of the 
Veterans Administration. The word "theranistn is used in this 
... 
setting to indicate a member of any one of the professional 
disciplines assigned to tre a t a patient on a regular basis. 
Four c a se illustrations ( tv10 World War I and two vYo r ld 
War II) have been presented in Chap ter V to point out certain 
general problems of ad justment found in these patients . An 
effort has been made to c arefully disguise these cases to 
p rotect the identity of the individuals involved. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MENTAL HYGIENE UNIT 
~le Veterans Administration was created under authoriza-
tion of a consolidation act of Congress approved July 3, 1930. 
11
'11}).e order consolidated in the Vetera..'1.s 1 Administration, the 
Bureau of Pensions ( f ormerly under the Secretary of the 
Interior), the United States Veterans' Bureau, and the National 
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. ,·,4 The Department of 
Medicine and Surgery of the Veterans Administration , under the 
jurisdiction of whi ch all medical facilities fall, was estab-
lished as such in January, 19L~6 with its central office in 
Washington, D. c. 
As large nUlllbers of World War II veterans vrere demobiliz 
the enormity of the need f or an extension of psychiatric 
service for veterru1s became apparent to those interested in 
mental hygiene both vii thin and \'li thout the Veterans Adminis-
. tration. 
Rennie and Woodward outlined the situation in this manner : ' 
As of June, 1946 there were 4l~8, 235 World WaP II 
veterans on d isability compensation r olls because 
of neuropsychiatric diseases, or 29 .5 per cent 
of the 1,519,013 veterans on the rolls. The 
proportion of World War II veterans on the 
4 . 80th Congress, 2nd session, Manual Explana tor.x._~f _j;]le 
Privile~ Ri Q1ts, and Benefits p rovided for Persons who 
Served in the Armed Forces of the United States During World 
War II, or Peaceti~, House Document No . 71!-5, October 14_, 19L!_8. 
9 
pension rolls for neuropsy chia tric causes was 
more than fiv e times as large as the proportion 
of World War I veterans onc'the pension rolls in 
1922 for the same causes. n./ . 
Host urgently needed were out-p atient facilities for 
treatment of the veteran vli th a neuPopsychiatric d ischarg e 
s ince nonly about 10% of all the men discharged from the 
a r med f orc e s because of psychiatric illnesses required 
hosp italization.n6 
The use of so-called 11 contractn facilities within t h e 
community was an initial step on the part of the Veterans 
Administration to sex-ve its veteran population. 
To meet some of this tremendous need, e arly in 
1945 the VA7 established the p olicy of purchas-
ing service from p riva te p sychiatrists and from 
public or p rivate mental hygiene clinics. The 
results were somewhat disappointing in that much 
less
8
service was obtainable than had been hoped 
for. 
Indicative of mounting interest at this time in the 
problem of p roviding care foP the ambulatory veteran with 
emotional difficulties was a provocative series of newspap er 
articles written early in 1945 by Albert Deutsch9 concerning 
5. Thomas A. C. Rennie, M.D. a nd Luther E . Woodward, 
Ph.D., Mental Health .!£ Modern Society, p. 6~-· 
6. Ibid., p. 65. 
7. AbbPeviation oft en emp loyed to designate Veterans 
Administration. 
8. Ibid., p. 65. 
9. PM January 19, 19L~5, Volume 5:182. 
1o 
the setup of the Veterans Administration. Deutsch labelled 
out-patient treatment of service-connected psychoneurotics as 
a "farcen and expressed the opinion that out-patient treatment 
on contract in s elected neuropsychiatric rehabilitation centers 
where no Veterans Administration f acilities existed was 
11 practically non-existent. 11 
Soon after the appointment of General Omar Bradley as 
Administrator of Veterans Affairs,lO an extension of Veterans 
A~~inistration p sychiatric services begru! in earnest. 
Psychiatric consultation was made available for all veterans' 
hosp itals e.nd the establishment of mental hygiene clini cs at 
regional, sub-regional, 2.nd branch off ices of the Veterans 
Administration was begun. For a nurn.bei" of reasons, the 
establishment of additional mental hygiene units within the 
Veterans Administration has not completely eliminated the need 
for use of authorized and accredited contract facilit ies, but 
it has greatly reduced the strain on these resources so that 
they are more accessible to the general, non-veteran public. 
T'.ne l1:'Iental Hygiene Unit of the Boston Rec;ional Office of 
the Veterans Administration vras established on March 18, 19L~6. 
As of' IVIay, 1950, according to Roger Cumming, 11 it was one of 
approximately sixty-four such out-patient clinics throughout 
the country designed i!Primarily, to treat the vetepan suffering 
10. Augus t 15, 19L~5. 
11. Curm11i ne; , Roger, 2E.. cit., p. 525. 
11 
l from a service-connected neuropsychiatric illness not requiring 
hosp italization. 11 12 
As the patient load at the Boston Mental Hygiene Unit has 
increased, it has been necessary not only to increase the num-
ber of staff persom1el but also to relocate the clinic in 
larg er, more spacious quarters. At the time of this writing, 
the regular p rofessional staff consists of: nine full-time 
psychiat r ists, one c onsultant psychiatrist , seven part-time 
p s y chiatrists, eleven psychiatric social workers , four psychol-
o gists, one speci a list in internal medicine, one consultant 
specialist in neurology, and one technician skilled in electro-
encephalo gramy. 
The Clinic also participates in the larg e in-s ervice train 
ing p ro gram which the VeteT•ans Administration conducts in coop-
eration with neigh.boring medical sch ools, universities, and 
schools of social work . At present there are on the staff: 
four resident psych iatr ists, five p s y chological trainees, and 
eight resident (student) social work ers. In addition, each 
month three different fourth-year medica l students from one of 
t h e medical schools in this area are in residence at the Clinic 
in order to gain some p ractical experience in a p sychiatr ic 
setting . 
As Adler, Va lenstein, a..Tld I·dichaels have p ointed out, the 
orientation of the Clinic is psychoanalytic in nature. 
12. Veterans Administration, Circular Number 169, 
July 15, 19~-6, S~c tion II. 
.. ' 
12 
In this Clinic the patient-therapist relationship 
is regarded a s the most imp ortant element, irres-
pective of the s p ecific discip line to ·which the 
patient may be assigned. Thus, individual p sycho-
therapy becomes the J?hief fulcrum and determines 
fur ther proc edures.l~ 
The p atient is seen first a t intak e by a s ocial worker who 
determines , in so far a s i s p ossible, his legal eligibility for 
t reatment, motivation, and treatability. He is then seen by 
the intak e psychiatrist . Long p Peliminary histoPies were 
di sc a rded earl y in clinic op eration since it was soon reco gn.i 
that t r eatment usually do e s not and can not wait until a mass 
of h istorical material has been secured. 
The allo c a tion of the individual patient to a particular 
discipline is done a t present in acco r dance vlith what Swift has 
termed " the shakedm;m method. nl5 
Concretely, this means that a pati ent is a ssigned 
fOl"' t reatment with either a psychiatr ist or social 
worker , whichever one has the available time . If 
all ind ividual t r eatment houPs are fil led 'Ne use 
group therapy to hold the p atient until individua l 
therapy is available in conjm1ction wi t h group. 
Dur ing the early t r eatmen t interviews a constant pl"'Ocess 
of reev a lua tion occurs and tPansfers from one discipline to 
another are made as ind icated, dependent , h owever , on the 
ava ilable open h ours o f the v arious therapists . 
Svdf t 16 sees as definite advanta ges in the op eration of 
15. Gre tchen 0. Swift, 11 Intak e in the Boston Mental 
Hygiene Clinic . 11 Bos t on: Veterans Adminis tration Hental 
Hygiene Clinic, January, 1951 (unpublished ). 
16. I b id . 
13 
s system to date the administrative advantage of more 
economical use of Clinic h ours and persoru1el, since the patient 
is m.ore apt to return fo r treatment if he leaves vvi th a def-
inite appointment; the elimination of a treatment waiting list; 
and t h e provision of' a wider rru1.ge of treatment cases to all 
therapists in the Clinic. 
Group psychotherapy conducted by a d~i'namically oriented 
sychologist unde l' gener•a l psychia t r ic consultation, as 
indic a ted above , is available at the Clinic; and such therapy, 
r certain patients , may o r may not parallel individual treat-
t. Tne group s which consist of four t o ten or more parti-
ipants meet, as a r•ule, once weekly for s ixteen sessions 
veraging one and one-half hours each . 
In addit ion to the above, a small dispensary is in 
ic a ted . 
accom:r:1odate neurolog ica l patients and those otheP 
whom actual definitive psychotherapy is not 
Int erview-s are held vlith disp ensary patients on 
the avera0 e of once mon·i:;hly for about one -half hour . Other 
types of ind ividu a l therapeutic interviev·rs a verage about one 
UP per- week . In many of these dispens ary c a ses the organic 
often complicated by a marlced emotional compo-
nt, and an effort is made by the psychiati•ist assi gned to 
to assist them in accepting some type of 
sychotherapy in lieu of the medication on which many have 
deuendent for thL•ty oP more years. 
'CHAPTER III 
DESCRI PTION OF TI-ill WORLD WAR II VETERA:tJS OF THIS STUDY 
It is extremely difficult to analyze statistically the 
comparative incidence of neuropsychiatric casualties in World 
Wars I and II. In Wor ld War II we were more alert to psychi-
a t r ic cond i tions than we had ever b een previously, but even 
then during the stress of battle, many such cases were not 
clearly J:'eco gnized but passed undetec ted a s gastrointestinal 
upsets, cardiovascular disorders, or any one of a nunilier of 
otheP purely somatic complaints. 
However, Appel, Beebe, and Hilger, in discussing this 
matter conclude: 
With all due allowru~ces for these shortcomings 
in t h e rep orted rates the evidence clearly 
indicates that t he actual incidence of neuro-
p s7rchiatric conditions is significantly hi@er 
in World War II than it was in World 1Nar I.l7 
There has been much speculation as to the cause of this 
phenomenon. Appel, Beebe, and Hilger r ule out inferior 
screening or poor class ification of service personnel during 
Vio:;."'ld War II, since in both of these areas evidence points to 
a decided improvement resulting from earlier ex.perionce. Nor 
do they feel that the nation's mental health deteriorated in 
17. lVIajo:;.-• John W. Appel, Captain Gilbert YJ. Beebe, 
Major David W. Hile;er·, u Comparative Incidence of Neur op sychia-
tric Casual ties In V!or ld vVar T and VJor ld 1Var IIn, American 
Journal of Psy chiatry 103:196-199 , Sep tember, 1946 . 
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any way clurinc; the t wenty-f ive y ears e lapsing betwe en the two 
wax·s. 'D"lese author s acknoVJ' leclg e as one possible aspec t of t h e 
s ituation the fac t that the mental hazards of vvax• may be 
E:;l"eatei' than eveT' before; bu t, seemingly outwe i ghing this 
f actoi' in i mportance, there i s that intangible known as 
nmorale 11 • They cormnen t: 
Absence of t he will to fi ght, absenc e of t h e 
sense of i nnned i ate t h reat , and abs en c e of 
anger at the8enemy all predispose to psychiatric d isox•ders . nl 
Pratt, in evaluating some of t h e assets and liabilities 
p ossess ed by r eturning WoT•ld War I and II veterans states: 
In t h e fi r st p lace t h e demobilized soldier 
entered up on the pres ent war burdened b y a 
heritage of di s illusiorunent abo·ut the 11 noble 
purp oses 11 of the fil~ st Wor ld War, about its 
failur e to ''make t he world saft;~ f o r demo cracy, 
o r in truth to have been "a war to end all 
wars . n19 
The 'bomposite ex- soldier 11 , as Pratt20 has referred to the 
veterans of l'io r ld War II, h a d many ass e ts vd t h which to meet 
the challeng e of demobilization and a djustment to civilian 
life inc lud ing a physical concH tion ~:vh j_ch may have b e en, on 
the whole, s omeVJhat sup erior to that of earlier veterans; a 
somev1hat hi gl1ex• intelligence :r•ating due to more ri e;id sele ctive 
s e rvice stan dards; mo r e fo rmal schooling and a consequently 
18 . Thid . , p . 196 . 
19 . Georc e K . Prat t , IYI . D. nThe Call of the Cradle--Some 
Psychiatric Problems of Demobilization 11 , Mental Hy giene, 
pp . 39 - l!-9, January , 1942 . 
20 . Ibid., p . 43 . 
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j greater degree of literacy; a wider a c quaintance vii th me chanica 
I sl·dlls; and an increased sensitivity to s ocia l p roblems such 
as trade unionism and social security . Howev er , many of these 
ex- servicemen , reaching naturity in the decade 1929 to 1939 had 
been exposed , according t o Pratt , to a 11dep ression-born philos-
ophy of d ependency. 11 
Many of these then children can nevei' reinember 
a steadily employed father or a time when the 
family life did not c enter apotmd the we ekly 
food baske t o r check fl'om the relief bureau. 
Equally many of these adolescents neve r them-
selv es vvorked for wages , and legions extended 
high. school or colleg e course s as substitutes 
f or jobs that were n ot to be had.21 
No man lives in a v a cuum. All of the World War II veterans 
Yrere influenced in s ome manner , for good or ill, by the social 
and economic milieu into which they were born , and these 
v ariables alone can not a ccou.nt for the fact that one man broke 
down in combat while another man did not . Grinker and Sp i egel2 
fee l that there may be a nu1nber of subtle personality t raits 
which pre dispose to breakdown u nder b attle conditions . TJ:1ey 
state: 
Of these the mos t obvious are those typical of 
t he p assive-depen dent characters who have very 
little tolerance for exp osur-e to any s ort of 
danger . This is equally t r ue of the overcom-
pensated "tough" ind ividuals who have strong 
tmconscious dependent n eeds . Schizoid charac-
ters, who have managed to get a long fairly well 
21. Ibid ., P · 43. 
22. Roy R ~ Grinker', M.D. and John. P . Spiegel, M.D. 
War Neuro ses , p. 66. 
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in stable conditions of civilian life, are 
apt to develop paranoid reactions when 
involved in the intensely hostile situation 
of the battlefield. 
T!Lat these observations of Gri~~er and Spiegel have 
valid ity is beyond question . It would seem also that each 
individual, no matter h ow well adjust ed and adequate he appears, 
is p oss es s ed of what may be termed a nthreshold of anxiety" . 
Va l enstein phrases j_t thus: 
It should be remembered that anxiety was an 
expected, indeed, a no rmal, experience of 
battle and in this respect every combatant 
was potentially a latent or actual neurotic. 
Combatants v1ho became disabled and neurotically 
d ecomp ensated at such times, brok e because 
they were overwhelmed by greater quantities 
of anxiety than · they could tolerate o r binct.23 
\'iith t hese statements in mind , the writer p lans to devote 
the remainder of this chap ter to a de s cPiptive p icture of the 
twenty-five iifo r ld War II veterans of this study . Some attempt 
will be made t o convey to the reader an impression of t h eir 
pre-service personaliti e s, in so far a s the recox·ds make this 
p ossible, and their classific a tion at the time of intake in 
te rms of marital , occupational, educational, etc. status. At 
t hi s p oint, h owever, no analysis of thei:r' symptoms and problems 
will be made a lthou gh po ints of sensitivity will be indicated. 
The writer will als o t ry to clarify the ways in vrhich the 
young men f alling within this study group might in general be 
23. Ar thur F . Valenstein, M. D., op . cit., p . 212. 
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conside red similar to or different from the larger group of 
World War II veter ans being served by the Clinic from which 
they ·we r e dravm . The following chap t e r will be devoted to a 
simila r d esc r iptive p icture of the World War I veterans of' the 
study. 
These t wenty -five Wo r ld War II veterans were still quite 
yo~u1g at t h e time of initial intak e at t h e clinic, 92 per cent 
falling be~veen the a ges of twenty-one and thirty-five . The 
y ounges t man included in the group vms slightly over twenty-one 
the olde st was forty. The a ctual a g e distribution is illustra-
ted b y Table I below: 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF TVLfENTY-FiiT.8 WORLD WAR II iTBTERANS 
BY AGE AT INITIAL I NTAKE 
Age Ran g e 
in Yeai's-l:-
Nurnber 
of Patients Pel"centage 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36 -~-o 
Total 
7 
10 
6 
2 
28.0 
4o.o 
2U-.o 
t3 .o 
100.0 
->~The a g e g roup s are inclusive; i.e., 16 through 
20 years, 21 throu~k 25 y ears, etc. For pur -
poses of tabulat ion any one who is six months or 
more beyond h is last birthday is consid e r ed to 
have reached his next . These statements a pply 
to all tables or other references to age group s 
throughout this t h esis. 
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~~e average a8e of this group is 28 .0 years, a fi gure 
which, in view of t h e f a ct that the time of initial intake 
v m:>ied as much as four y eai'S f r om one patient to 8.J.!other, 
compares favorably with IVIodlin 1 s 21+ statistics. He states: 
A Veterans Adl11in~stra tion hosp ital (o r l'•Iental 
Hygi ene Clinic)27 differs from all others in 
that its patients m~e drawn exclu.si vely f'l"Om 
a large restri cted segment of the total popu-
lation. The p redominant inter est is in male 
patients of t wo age groups. The average a ge 
of the 3, 700, 000 living veterans of Vvorld 
War I is 55 yeEn~s as compa:-eed with 30. 5 years 
f or the 14,000,000 Woi•ld vVar II veterans . 
Th e a ge distribution of these twenty-five veterans at the 
time of entranc e into service is illustrated by Table II below. 
The average age of these young men upon enterinr; service was 
t wenty -one, and their a ges ranged at t hat time f' r om seventeen 
throuv~ thirty - f ive years . 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF TVVEN':r.n.l-FIVE WORLD WAR II VETERANS 
BY AGE AT ENTERI NG SERVICE 
- ·----- ---------·------------ ----·-----------------
Age Range 
in Years 
16-20 
21-25 
26 - 30 
31-35 
Total 
Number 
of Patients 
1~ 
1 
2 
Perc entage 
56 ~0 
32~0 
l.J_ .o 
8.o 
100.0 
2!.1- • Herbert C. Modlin, M.D., "T'.ne Futur e Psychiatric 
Pr?gram of. the Veterml.s Administration 11 , Ment a l Hygiene , 34.547, Oc~ober, 1950. · 
2~ . Writer's insert. 
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Over one-half of these pat ients, 56 p er c ent, vrere within 
the a ge span 16 through 30 years at the time t hey entered 
service. 'llJ.1.is result compares well with that noted by Stearns26 
vrho fo1..md that 55 • . 4- per c ent of the eighty-five cases she 
studied fell within this age grouping when they entered the 
service. ~venty-seven and four-tenths per cent of Stearns' 
cases were between 21 and 25 years old at entrance into service 
where as 32 per cent of the writer 1 s cases are included vii thin 
this category. This se ems to indicate that the writer's group, 
as selected, contains a higher p ei•centage of men who were 
younger at the time of induction than does the earlier s ample. 
Only 4 p er cent of the 'Wo :;:>ld War II veterans included in the 
present study fell within the age bracket 26 through 30, v1here-
as 12.9 per cent of Stearns' cases are found here. Eight per 
cent of t he vYriter 1 s cases were between 31 and 35 at entrance 
into service and 7 per cent of Stearns' cases are included here 
--p ercentages which are roughly comparable. In view of this 
compai•at ive material , the vvriter feels t hat in spite of the 
crude method of \'Vorld War II case selection, a fairly represen-
tative group has been obtained in regard to the variable of age 
Tb.e a g e distribution of the Wor ld War II patients of this 
study and that of Stearns, indicate the large percentag e of 
26. Mary Stearns, 11 A Comparative Study by Age Groups of 
the World War II Veterans Wl1.o Received Treatment at the ·· 
Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Unit, Boston, Ivlassachu-
setts from Aprill, - 191~7 through September 30, 191~7. 11 
(Unpublished) p. 12. 
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very young men in need of psychiatric treatment today. At 
times of war, the induction and enlistment of young adults is 
encouraged, as it is felt that these will be mentally, physi-
cally, a.nd emotionally mor e fit for a rigorous combat expePi-
ence than older individuals. ~~at many other more subtle 
facto r s are at play is indicated by Grinker a:r1d Spiegel's 
sta tement: 
iil e have found no greater incidence of neuroses 
in older men; most of29ur patients were in their early twenties. 
It v-1 ould seem likely that older individuals at t h e time of 
induction examinat~ons may have been more thoroughly screened 
t h an some of the y01.mger ones. 
T"vventy-four of the World War II veterru~s of this study 
v1e -r· e vrhi te; one young man was Ne gro. '.l"his latter young :man 1 s 
problems d o not appear significantly different from those of 
h is fellow patients although Waller has noted: 
The Negro veteran is certain to be a storm 
center of trouble ·when he l"'eturns to his 
home community. He will resent discrinrl.na-
tion and the doctrine of 11 The NegPo in his 
place 11 · a::l he has never resented such things 
before.2b 
This particular veteran, however, did move shortly after dis-
charge from the southwestern conLmUJ.1.ity in which he had always 
lived, as he felt employment opportunities v1ould be greater in 
t h e more industrial north. 
27 ~ · Roy R~ Grinker, M.D. and John Spiegel, M.D., 
2.£.• cit., p. 68. 
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~'le length of an individual's service, his conbat experi-
ence, the rank he attained, whethe r his enlistment was a 
voluntary one or not, all bear upon his future treatability. 
Tl'le largest num.ber of these men, thirteen, served in the 
ai>my. Eight served in the navy; two, in the m::n"ines; and two 
in the coast guard . T11e l eng th ru1d severity of combat a re 
extremely difficult to evalua te. This d ifficulty stems both 
from the inadequacy of available records on this pax•ticular 
p oint a.Yld the lack of uniform criteria for a determination of 
t he relative damaging effects of two such different experiences 
e. s spending t wo or three monotonous years at an isolated APctic 
outpost, or participating in the battle of the Anzio Beachb.ead. 
Eleven of the Wor•ld Wal" II veterans par•ticipated in actual 
combat; but others were in a combat zone for extended p eriods 
of time, f o r ced, as a result, to endure many air raids and 
bombine;s . 
The length of service seems to bear quite directly on h ow 
t he veteran himself' considers his condition. In discussing the 
results of a fo llow-up study conduc ted by Brill, Tat e , and 
Henning er in 1943 of a e;roup of p sychoneurotic veterans 
discha r g ed no t . less than six months previously, Rennie and 
1Noodward note: 
29. 
Ph.D., o 
~1e longe r these men served in the il.rmy , the 
more likely they were to consider their 
health to be affected . Similarly, men who 
served overseas considered themselves to be 
sicker than those who did not see overseas service .29 
Thomas il " 
--. 
C. Rennie, M.D. and Luther E. Woodward, 
•.J.. 
• Clt...., • 
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Table III indicates the leng th of service in 1aonths of 
these t wenty-five veterans as compared with their age at 
entel~ins the service. The number of months is subject to some 
mino r inaccuracies sin ce i n some cases there may have been a 
time lar; of a month OJ' so between the date of enlistment and 
t he actual date of entrance into active service. The leng th 
of a ctive service is further cond itioned by the fact that son1e 
of these men spent a nu111ber of months prior to di scharg e in 
hospitals of v arious k inds. 
Tvro of the men with the longest periods of active service, 
sixty-two montb.s and fifty-two months , respectively , enlisted 
prior to Pearl Harbor. Two oth ers, one with f orty -one months 
service; the other rd th fifty -one months service, had been 
reservists . The man with the shortest length of active service 
experience , ten months, was federalized with a National Guard 
Unit prio r t o Pearl Harbor but was discharged shOl"tly before 
Dec ember 7, 1941 after an accident. 
One vvould imag i ne that men such as these would be more 
prepared than other nrav; rec ruits 11 fo:r· training and comb a t, 
but one must consider , too, the individual's own mo tivation in 
enterinc a reserve unit, i.e., whether or not he was prompted 
by a sense of duty and respon sibility or by a uniform and the 
extra money which mi ght be earned thereby. Also to be 
evalua ted are the standaPds for selection fo r the v arious 
r eser ve units at the time, both physically and psycholo gically, 
as v"lell as wha t fur ther examinations, if any, t h e ind ividual 
received prior to actual federalization . 
TABLE III 
LENGT"ti OF SERVICE IN MON'l"'I-IS OF TWENTY- FIVE 
1\fORLD WAR II VE TERANS AS COMPARED WITH AGE 
AT SK VIC ...:; ENTHANCE 
====================~~==============~ ! 
I 
Length of Service :Number of Patients 
In Months Age 16- 20 21-25 26 - 30 31- 35 Total 
----·------------------------------ 1 
0-10 1 1 
11- 20 1 2 ~ 21 -~0 ~ 1 ?tl - 0 1 l 1 9 ~l-~0 1 1 2 
51 - 60 2 1 3 
61-70 1 1 
Total ~ ir ""1 -y- -g-
----·-------------------------------------------------------------------
Fifteen of these veterans , or 60 per cent, served a period 
of' between t wenty- one and forty months . T2.n.is is a facto i' of 
vital i mportance in a study of this nature since the official 
length of this country's entire participation in Viforld War I 
is listed only as nineteen months and four days . It is also 
t o be noted t hat eleven of these fifteen men fall within the 
lowest ae;e grouping of 16 t o 20 yea:" s at enlistment . Althoug..h. 
no definite conclusions may b e based on such limited data , this 
may indicate that in many instances a younger servicemru~ is 
more prepared t o withstand the emotional strain of a prolonged 
service eA~erience . 
T2.n.e marital sta tus of these men is b otmd to reflect upon 
the t ype and severity of the problems v;hich they bring to the 
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Clinic. War marriages, often contracted hastily on a weekend 
pass, a nd early post-war marriages have been subject to much 
s p eculation: 
Not all war ma rriages, of course , are destined 
to be unsuccessful, but they have their peculiar 
hazards 2nd the percentag e of failures is certain 
to be hie;h.30 
Somevrhat later Waller adds: 
If the war marriag e is full of unchal~ted dangers 
it is equally hazardous for the veterru1 to marry 
immediately after his return to civil life. 
Calvin Hall has demonstrated this on the basis 
of .Americ2.n fi t:,rt.lres for World Vifar I. The years 
1919 and 1920 appear to have been especially 
ill-fated fo r marital happiness . 31 
Fourteen of these World War II vet e ra..Yls were ma!'ried at 
the time of initial intak e. Ten were sine le, and one was 
• 
divorced. T'nree had been married prior to enterine; the service; 
foul~ vrere ma r ried while in the service; and the remaining seven I 
ma:c>ried subsequent to dis.charge . The one divorced veteran was 
mar ried nineteen months after discharge. In the ca.se of those 
eight patients mai'l'' i ed after separation from service, the 
shortest v1ai tins period was three months; the longest vms I 
twenty-two months wi t h an '•verag e vmitine; period of 13.8 months, I 
or slightly mol"'e than one year . One might expect tha t the 
younger patients of this group vrould be less likely t o be 
mar ried thm1 the older ones as a result of the numerous 
educ a tional and occupational decisions required of therr1 at this 
30. Vlillard Vialler, QE.• . _,_ ~-, p . 136 • 
31 . Ibid., P • 139· 
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time. Hov1ever, it is also possible that the y oun_ger men in an 
eff ort t o 11 snatch s ome happiness" may have been somewha t more 
inclined t o rush to t he altar while still in the service or 
i mmedia tely thereafter, than their older, more mature brethren. 
Tab le IV analyzes comparatively t he ar,e of these veter•ans 
at intake as compared vrith t heir raarital status. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTIOH OF TvVEN'.L'.:i-FIVE WORLD WAH II 
VETERANS BY AGE AND lili\RIT AL S TATUS AT INTAKE 
Age Rang e 
in Year s Sine;le 
Marital Status 
Married Divorced 
Percentag e i 
Married 
------- ~-----------------------------
21-25 
26-30 
31·-35 
36-40 
Total 
5 
2 
2 
1 
10 
1 
1 
28.5 
70-.0-
66;6 
.5o.o 
For this sample, the p ercentag e of marriages as borne out 
by the table, is considerably lower among the yo1.mgest group of 1 
patients. Certain special problems of heterosexual adjustment 
and resolution of fmaily ties is sus pect in the case of the 
forty year old man v1ho has never ma r ried. Tile one young 
divorced veteran undoubtedly bring s to the Clinic problems 
I colored b y this fact. 
I 
~!o other vari ables to be considered fo r these patients 
are those of educational attai:nment and occupational status. 
T'ne exact level of educational attainment in all twenty-
27 
five cases at the time of entrance into service is LL~a~own, but 
it appears to ranf~e from completion of the seventh grade in the 
case of two veterans to completion of the sophomore year in 
colleg e in the case of one other. The average school attain-
ment for t wenty-three of t h ese veterans on whom information was 
available was approximately 10.8 grades. This figure was 
a rrived at by equatinG one y ear at college, for exan~le, with 
one school grade. 
Interruption of schooling of four of these youne men was 
occasioned by economic pressures and the necessity of assisting 
in the support of their families. Three of these left school 
at a g e fourteen, the legal aee at the time; and one, somewhat 
latel"• One young man quit school at eighteen to join the navy. 
Tvm others dropped out as soon as they attained the legal a ge 
to d o so, as their aptitude f or scholarship, indicated by 
const~t repetition of school grades , wa s low. 
Sixteen of these y o1.mg men had some type of employment 
experience prio r to service; eight had none; and for one this 
informat ion was not available. Two of those who had worked had 
been emp loyed on the WPA32 and had also been in ccc33 camps for 
a short time. Another had been a..n electrician under the aus-
p ices of the NYA.3l~ Tt'll'o had been employed as cooks; one as a 
stock boy; two as laboPers; and six had worl-ced in the 
32. Works Progress Administration. 
33· Civilian Conservation Corps. 
Youth Administration. 
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mechanical trades as machinists and helpePs, sheet metal worker:: ! 
and p ipe:Li tters. One had been a p:;:'o.fessional musiciru1. and 
another , a clerk. 
T'n e .fact that many o.f t h ese yotmg men did have some kind 
of work experience may denote the presence o.f ceptain streng ths 
helpful in meeting both the military situation and the post- war 
world. 
Weiss and En glish,35 however, in di scussing the possible 
e.ffects o.f a premature emphasis on woJ>k upon t h e individual's 
I p ersonality development note tha t such an emphasis may c ause a I 
-, 
bitter, resentful person, who, hating authority and dull routine, I 
I either can't work when on his own res ponsibility or becomes 
grossly inef:Licient. 
At t he time of initial intake fourt een of these twenty -
:Live veterans or 56 per cent vrere· employed i'ull-tL11e at some 
kind of job . All of' them were not fully satisfied with their 
emp loyment; some were havinG difficulty in meeting its require-
ments. Noneth eless they wepe employed , a fact of i mp ortance in 
the li; ht of Deutsch's statement that: 
One of the most outstanding facto r s t h at 
endange r the social adjustment of the 
veterru1. to the greatest ex tent is t he 
emotional attitude of the veteran to vvork 
in general and to his job in particular. 
This attitude reflects the kind of emo-
tional balance h e is able to h old under 
the existing environr.1ental conditions.36 
35. Edward Weiss, M.D. and 0. Spurgeon English , lll. D., 
Psychosomatic Medicine, p . _33. 
36 . Felix Deutsch, M.D., 11 Job Phobia", Jotl.rnal of Social 
Case Wor k 28 :1 '3 1~ April~ 1.9LL7 . 
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Seven of these veterans , 28 p er cent of this samp le, were 
unemp loy ed at intrure; one was emp loyed only part-time; and 
three were attending school full-time. Tv:ro of the fully 
employed veterans were also taking correspondence courses and 
going to school at night. Nine of these veterans were receiv-
ing or had received, under the auspices of the Veterans Admin-
istration, some form of training oriented tovmrd vocational 
rehabilitation. It seems likely tha t in the years to come 
many of the remaining sixteen will make a pplication for such 
benefits also. 
A desir e for educational adv ancement is quite usual among 
returned World War II veterans, fostere~ in part by the advan-
tar_:s es of Public Laws 16 and 3L~6. riiany of these youne; men 
express a feeling that they 11want to get ahead:1 or TTbe somebody 1 
For some , this Hneed to fill in the g ap s 11 is neurotically 
tinged, an expression of the veteran' s basic feelings of 
inadequacy and need to prove that although he was a neuro-
psychiatric casualty, he's still a s good in Jnany areas as the 
nex t fellow. 
In evalua tin g the pre-service adjustment and personalities 
of these y oung men one must cons i der such fac t ors as the 
incide nce of mental or other s e rious illnesses in their 
families, the pre sence of unusual childhood traits, diseases , 
and accidents , the stability of the home situation, and so 
forth . 
Th e numbel"' of sibling s in the family is clearly establishe 
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for twenty-one of the World War II veterans. It is interesting 
to note that none of these is an only child , and the average 
ntrraber of siblings for the group is approximately four. ~~e 
m.unber does v ary from one to as many as twelve siblings, 
although in this latter family a nrunber of children apparently 
did not live beyond infancy. 
In the twenty-four World War II records containing such 
inforTik~tion, the writer fotmd eight situations in vn~ich there 
was no mention of any family members having been afflicted vri th 
mental illnesses or other very disabling diseases such as 
cardia c disease or cancer. Table V below indicates t h e kinds 
of concli tions noted in close family members of the remaining 
sixteen patients . 
Relative 
Father 
II 
11 
II 
II 
r.r 
II 
Mother 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
Uncle 
Sibline;s 
II 
TABLE V 
COMPLAINTS AND ILLNESSES OF CLOSE FAJ!liLY 
Iv1EUIBERS OF SIXTEEN WORLD WAR II VETER_!IJifS 
Kind of 
Disability 
Cardiac Condition 
Kidney Condition 
Alcoholism 
Tuberculosis 
Psychosis 
Crippling 11 Rheumatism11 
Persistent Dizzy Spells 
Cancer 
Diabetes 
!Psychosis 
Asthma 
11 Nervousness 11 
Psychosis 
11Nervousness 11 
Tuberculosis 
Total 
Frequency of 
Mentioning 
4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
4 
1 
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As illustrated by the table, in n~ny of these families 
more than one family member v1as afi'lic ted 1'li th some k ind of' 
reco gnized emotional or disabling physical disease. Of course, 
lay terms s1...1.ch as 11nervousness 11 ma y p ossibly refel"' to any 
condition f T'Ol11 a v e ry mild neurotic disturbance to possibly a 
p sychotic one. The fact of impol"'t ance hel"'e, however, is that 
a r el a tively la.rge percentage of' these young men grew up in 
homes where there were individuals who were ill and vrho may 
h ave received as a result of these illnesses, a g res.t de a l of' 
attention and gratification. 'EI'"le identifications of some of 
t h e s e men ma y h ave been severely confused, and a normal 
resolution o f many childhood conflicts may not have been possi-
ble. One y oung man r ecalls, for examp le, how his alcoholic 
f a ther, a veteran of World War I, beat him and his sibling s 
mercilessly because he (the father) was 11 off h is nutn. The 
father of another boy, afflicted with tuberculosis, was rarely 
in t h e home but s p ent the greater p art of' his lifetime in 
v a rious sanatoriums. Still another p atient observes that his 
father retir ed ·while t h e boy was still in his early adolescence, 
invalided by 11 rhe1.unatism11 brought on by :rworking hard 11 • 
It might be &J.t i cip ated that yom1g p eople from such 
families would d evelop certain neurotic manifestations during 
childhood and adolescence. According to the twenty-four 
available recoi'ds, ten of these men a ppal"'ently had fairly 
stable p re-illness personalities with little evidence of 
unusual habits or traits. Of the remaining fourteen, one is 
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noted at discharge as h aving given evidence of a nlife-long 
histor y of' various somatic complaints without organic substan-
tiation. 11 The table below illustrates the kinds of childhood 
and adolescent traits, illnesses, and accidents characte r istic 
of the remaining thirteen World War II veterans on whom 
speci:fic inf o:r·mat ion is available. 
T.A.BLE VI 
CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCEN'l1 TRAITS, ILUIESSES , 
AND ACCIDENTS OF THIRTEEN WORLD VIAR II VETERANS 
Traits, Accidents 
or Illnesses 
Enuresis 
Nailbiting 
Digestive Disturbances 
Skin Eruptions 
Venereal Disease 
Chorea 
Poliomyelitis 
Tongue-tied 
MU!11p s at sixt een 
Undescended Testicle 
History of Unconsciousness 
and/or Fa inting Sp ells 
Head Injury 
Gun Shot Wound 
Hosp italization for Mental Illness 
Auto Accidents 
Total 
Nurnber Affected 
L,_ 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
21-
----------·-----------·-------·---· ---··--·------ -------.. --·--- --
As t h e t able indicates many of these youne; men seem to 
h ave been subjected to multip le trm.-Lma in the course of growing 
up. The s e diffiCl).l ties and ex"}J eriences v:rere not noted by 
exa.rn.ining physicians foi' a variety of reasons including, 
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perhaps, the great pre ssur e of worl~ at induction sta tions; the 
unvrillingness of some p otential servicemen b ecau s e of shame or 
' 
II f e2.r of Pejection t o mention them, o r the actual forgetting 
1 these events , many of which had occurred a nUlnbe r of years 
of 
1 
! earlie r . 
In many of these instances , the me thod of expression of a 
! p ossible conflict situation emp loyed earlier seems to have b een 
uncons c iously r epeated by some of thes e youn0 men at the time 
of their respective bPeakdowns in sex•vice. The yo1.mg men with 
earlier severe d i gestive disturbances l a t ex> d eveloped 11 stomach 
trouble 11 ; the soldier with a history of s l;:in eruptions l a t e r 
developed a form of dermatitis. This scanty evidence may 
indicate still further need of i mprovement in neuropsych iatric 
eva luation of potential servicemen. 
In n ine of t hese C8.Ses some signific ant social fa ctors wer 
noted . Such situa tions include the c as e of one y oung man, 
greatly in con f lict with his frunily, who enlisted at seventeen 
a gainst his parents vrishes, and that of another veteran who 
I desc r ibe s h i s parents as rigid di s cip lina rians, who i mpulsively 
I 
1 joined the n avy when his mo ther tried to beat h im. Those vrho 
are children of f o r eign-bor•n parents mil""ror the conflict of old 
and new world ideas and speak of .fre quent beatinr;s by conserva-
tive 11 old-fashioncd 11 parents . imother veteran's father was 
j k illed when the boy vras nine, nece ss ita ting that he assUlne 
rr 
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resp onsibility fron ru~ earl y 
of homelessness, moving from 
a ge. Still another g ives a historl 
an early a g e from t h e home of one II 
r elative to that of ano ther . 
Feeling s of not belonging , of not being wanted, o r being 
different from or misunderstood by one ' s f~mily all are st~mped 
indelibly upon the personality. In this are a , as in that of 
the battle experienc e itself, some seem initially to have a far 
gi•eater c apacity to en dure frustT•at ion and pain th~n. others . 
These experiences c an never r eally be obliterated, and many 
individuals must be he l ped in some way to incorporate t hem in 
order t o, in a sen se , make pea c e with them. 
It is felt in many qu arters tha t the disab i lity pension, 
its amount, and its p ermanence hav e a dir ec t bearing on the 
incentive f or employment of many of these veterans . Waller 
s ays : 
• • • the p ension for the psychoneurotic may 
g ive h im a psychic and socia l ga in from 
neurosis tha t will make recovery more di.ffi-
cult. To put the matter rather crudely, it 
may come about that a man makes his living 
b y h avin e a war n eurosis; it is his means of 
gaining dist inction in the wo r ld, his excuse 
for not subjecting h i msel.f to the struggles 
o.f li.fe. 3 7 
Pratt de scribes it s omewhat differently: 
Someone has pictur es quely termed it 11 Th.e Call 
of the Cradlen--that siren voice from within 
that tempts us all, in the face of .frustrat ion, 
hardship, or the need to mruce d ecision s, to 
return to the pro tectin g arms o.f mother or 
father--a parent v1rho will t ake c are of us , 
relieve us o f responsibilities and tell us 
what to do. 3() 
37. Vvillard Waller, ~· _ cit., p. 168 . 
38 . George K. Pratt , ££• cit., P• 42. 
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It is felt, also, that the factor of marriage with its 
attendant responsibilities for a wj_fe and children may provide 
the individual ·with a far greffij.<3r incentive for v1ork than he 
mi ght otherwise have . With t h ese t h eoretic al assumptions in 
mind the writer h as analyzed in Table VII the employment status 
. at initial i ntake of these veterans a s compared wi th their per -
centage of compensation. In Table VIII the employment status 
of the se sa1!le veterans has been compared with their marital 
sta tus a t t he time . 
TABLE VII 
PERC~NTAGE OF COMPENSATION-::- AT ll!ITIAL INTAKE 
OF TVJENTY-FOUR WORLD WAR II VETER.4..NS AS 
COiviP.lffiED WITH THEIR E:MPLOY!\iENT STATUS 
Employment 
Status 
Full-time 
Full-time & 
Part-time School 
Part-tixne 
Full-time School 
& Part-time 
Full- tbne School 
Part-time School 
Unemployed 
o% 
1 5 
1 
2 
1 --a-
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
Totals 
12 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 _l_ 6 
T 3 7 2I~ 
----------------------------------- --------------~ -:~At the time of initial intake none of these individuals 
was receiving greater than 5o per cent compensation 
although. the exact &--no1.mt vtas not clear in one case . 
ion at the time 
It is to be expected t hat the largest nmnber of' unemployed 
veterans wou l d fall within the most severely disabled g roup and 
that these same veterans would be rece i ving the largest percen-
I t a 3 e of' compensation. The f'i gures seem to substantiate t h is. 
Four of' the seven veterans receiving .5o per cent comp ensation 
are ~tnemployed . However, t he remaining thr ee veterans recei 
this amount, who also happ en to be marr ied, are all fully 
I emp loyed . 
The question arise s in the three c ases of' unemployed 
· veterans in receipt of 50 per cent compensation who are appm ... -
ently not usef'ul l y occup ied in B-J.""lY vray , as to -whether or not me 
1
factor may not serve as time pas ses to reenfo r ce the oth er. It 
would s e em a p ossibility tha t lack of' emp loyment may make one's 
disability a pp ear more severe than it is in actuality. If' this 
1 is the case , t h e veteran ma'T , in turn, be less lilrely to seek I ~ 
furthe r e mployment. 
I 
1 Four out of five veterans of t h is study receiving 30 per 
I 
· cent d isab ility are employed 
l as zero39 per cent to 10 p er 
a s are seven out of the nine rated 
cent. 
All t·wenty-five of' these veterans were dischar g ed medically 
or 11 For the Convenience of the Government 11 prior to the termi -
n ation of' their enlistment periods or the cessation of hostil-
i ties. Fif'teen of these tvienty-fi ve f'iled claims f or disability 
39· A rating of zero per cent means that at the time of' 
examina tion the individual v1as not considered vocationally 
handicapped b y h is disability, but service-connection was 
establi shed to protect f'uture ri~Lts to treatment, and so 
forth. 
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! comp ensa tion on the date of d ischarge f rom s ervice, indicat i ng 
I that t hey had b een well Ol.,i entecl as t o t heir r i ghts and privi -
leges even while still in the s ervice . Four filed f or comp en-
s ation l ess than a month af te r discharge a...nd t vro in le s s t han 
f ive months . Such inf o:r'mation wa s not available in t wo cases. 
Of t he t wo r emaining vete rans, one, d ischar ged prior to Pearl 
Harbor , did not f ile until fifty-two months afte r d ischarge; 
the o ther , sufferin~ f r om an endoc r ine deficiency filed eightee 
months af ter discha1~ ge, pos sibly doubting t he validity of a 
c l a im f or s ervice-connection. His ::Lnitial claim was d i sallowed 
f or this r ea son, although s ome t i me l a t er, on p roduc t ion of 
addi t i on a l evidenc e , t hi s deci s ion was reversed. 
TABLE VIII 
MARITAL STATUS AT I NTAKE OF TWENTY-FIVE WORLD W.AR I I 
VETERANS AS CO]tiPARED WITH EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
Employment Marital Status 
Status Married Single Divo1.,ced Totals 
Full-time 9 3 12 
Full-time & 
Par t- t i me School 1 l 
Pa r t-time 1 l 
Full-time School 
& Part-time 1 1 
Full-time School 2 1 3 
Part-time School 1 1 
Unemployed ') ~ 6 
Total 14 10 1 25 
• 
Table VIII demon strates that the u nemployed and o therwis e 
II 
I unoccup ied v eterans are evenly divided, in nrunber between the 
' marr ied and the s inr,le g r oups . However; althouGh the differ -
enc es are in no vvay statistically signific a n t , 71 per c ent o f 
I 
I 
/ the ma~ried veterens are engaged in some foPm of gainful employ - 1 
ment a s contrasted with 50 per c ent of the sin gle veterans . A II 
larg er nrunbep of t he single men , vri th fewer fi n ancial and other 
p ressures, are furthering their educations. This may be the 
c a se in the Clinic 2.s a vrhole, but the 'l:vri ter h as no fi gu r es on 
I 
this p oint. In viewing these trends in the data one must 
eva lu.s.t e the p o ssibil i ty th2..t t hose men who are emotionally 
healthier may be moi'e lilre ly, on the whol e , both to secure 
employment a n d also to marry . Tha t t he se v ariables d o seem 
related in this group being considered, may signify thec t they 
l are manifestat ions of a better adjustment on the p art of the 
1
1
1 
p v..rticular men involved . 
The date of the ini tie.l contac t vri th these t wenty - five 
p v..tients v ari es from as early in Clinic fQnctioning as April, 
1946, for one p at i ent, t o a s rec ently as Octob er, 1950, f o r 
another . Tne l atter patient was dis charged less than five 
months af t er the foz-·mer , with an equall y severe neurotic 
difficulty enti tline; him to exactly t he sa..me amm.mt of financial 
conpensation; ye t he arrived at the Clinic more than f01.1r y e a rs 
l ater than d i d the f irst man. 
The a.rnount of time e l apsin g between the date of a pati ent 1 s 
discharge from servic e and his first intak e interview at the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
jl 
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Clinic seens to be of vital importance in terms of the potentia 
success or failure of treatment. Brill, Tate, and MeiL.TJ.inger, 
in t heir followup study of neuropsychiatric discharges, referre 
to earlier, r eport that: 
••• there was little t endency for them to 
rep ort change in their conditions between 
discharge and the follow-up study. There is 
a distinct suggestion of per~nence of their 
disorders in their mm minds. ~0 
T"ne Boston Mental Hygiene Unit was not in existence at the 
time of discharge from serv.ice of t wenty-three of these twenty-
five World War II veterans, and this time lag in establishment 
of the Clinic is a variable to be considered in determining the 
significance of the time lag between a patient's discharge and 
his initial Clinic interview. However, although the Clinic 
itself was not available to some of these patients at discharge 
some fo rm of psychiatric t r eatment mi r)l. t have been secui•ed; 
such treatment , however, does not a ppear to h ave been sought. 
TI1.is point is demonstrated in the c a se of one veteran, 
discharged fifteen months prior to the Clinic's opening , but 
not se en at intake until the Clinic had been in op eration more 
tha n f our years. This patient had been t re a ted for five years 
for his complaints both by a private physician and the Out-
Patient Department of the Veterans Administration largely by 
means of medication. Gr eat initial resistance to psychiatric 
_ 40. 1\i. Q. Brill , I\1 . C. Tate, a nd W. c. !':!ennine:er , 
1
'Enlis ted Hen :ri th Overseas Service Dis chal~ged from the Army 
Because of Psych oneur osis: a f oll ow- up study , 11 rLient~=!:_ Hy g iene 
29 :677-692, Octobe~ 1945 . 
4o 
treatment was indicated at intake by his re quest for a stomach 
x-ray and his statement that he 11 knov1s his condition is on the 
b a sis of nerves, but he wants to be sure. 11 
~Le average time lag between service discharg e of these 
paPticu.lar p a tients and establishment of the Clinic was 10.6 
months; t he av e rage time l ag between s e rvice di s charge of these 
patients and the initial interview a t the Clinic was L,.o . 8 mon 
--a time interval approximately four times as great . lmother 
factor to be considered r~ viewing these results is t hat l i ttle 
publicity attended the op ening o f the Clinic. 
Table IX illustrates the t i me lag between date of a 
p a tient's di scharge and the initial intru~e interview at the 
Clinic as distributed according t o a g e at entrance into the 
service. 
~Lis table shows that five of these veterans, or 20 p er 
c ent, arrived at t he Clinic five or more years after separation 
f rom s ervice . An equal numb er crune ch.1.ring t he fi r st y e a r and 
between the s econd and t hird y ears after discharge . A slightly 
greater nu:mber, six , arrived during the fourth y ear . It 
appears t hat thos e falling wi thin the y 01 .. m ger group at entering 
service c ame vlith less reluctance to t he Clinic, f ive coming 
v; i t hin tv10 y e a r s after discharge as contras ted with t wo for the 
other t hree age groupinc;s combined. 
The largest sing l e source of referral of patients to the 
Boston :Mental Hy giene Clinic is t he Out-Pa tient Dep artment of 
t he Veterans Administration where many have been receiving 
LL2 
I 
medi cation fo r n eurotic comp l aints and symp toms over a period 
of years . 
TABL~ TV - .1\. 
LAPSE Of.il 'l'D/ill I N JJONTHS BETWJ;EN DISCHARG~ AI'JD F I Ti s rr I CLINIC VISIT FOR TWENTY-FIVE WORLD WAH II V~T2::Sfi.NS I 
-
Lengt h of time Numb er of Pati ents 
I i n Months Age: 16 -20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31-35 Total 
3-5 1 1 
6 - 8 2 2 
9-11 1 1 
12-JlL 1 1 
15-17 0 
18-20 0 
21-2-.3 2 2 
2LL-26 
• 
0 
27-29 0 
30 -32 1 1 2 
33 - 35 1 1 
36 - &_8 2 2 
f9 - Ll 1 1 
2-Dlt. 0 
L;_5-l ;_? 1 1 
L;B -5o 0 
.S r' 2 2 1-.)3 
5h.-56 1 2 3 
57 - .59 1 1 
60 and ab ove 1 3 1 ,_J _::, 
. 
Total: 1L~ 8 1 2 25 
--- - --·-· 
I 
Table X indicates that sixteen o f t hese twenty-five patients 
were so refer red . 
Tii.BLE X 
INITINriON OF REFERRAL FOB TREATMENT OF 
T~:I"h~WCY - FIVE WORLD WAR II PATIENTS 
Number Referr e d 
- - -- ------------------·- ·---- ·---" ----------
Out - Patient Department of the 
Vetex>ans Jl.dministration 
Veterans AQministration Hospital 
n 11 So cial Servic e Dept . 
Private Adult Guidance Center 
Veterans Organization 
Community Social Agenc i e s 
Self 
Total: 
16 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
25 
-----------------------~----------------------------------------
As a •:rhole, much initial resist ::mce to psychiatric tPeat-
ment s e ems to have e x isted vli thin t h is group . T'De implications 
o f the term " mental Hy (S ienen and the mis conceptions suprom1ding 
it may account in large measure for this . To have a neui'o-
psychiatric disabi l ity , to be nnervous 11 , means, to many of 
these men , that one is weak , unmanl y , op unv1orthy . Furthermore 
it may be but one step remov ed from being nnuts 11 • Many , vrhi l e 
in serv:tce had some psychiatri c treatment, a l thouGh the re c ords 
indicate that it was of a very brief nature , and s ome felt that 
it vras of benefit to them. Such treatment , however , may have 
been a ssociated w:tth the unp l easant si gl1.ts, sounds , and smells 
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te 
of 11locked wards 11 , and many fear, as a consequence, that coming 
fo r treatment may expose them to fur ther hospitalization. 
Historically, physi c al illness has been far more accep table 
socially than has mental illness. As a result, some of these 
men, suffering from bodily manifestations of various ldnds 
cling with d esperation to a physic al explanation of their 
symptoms and go from one doctor to another in an attempt to 
locate so mething organically wrong to account for them. Nine 
of t h ese t vYenty- five men were initially diagnosed at the Clinic 
as h aving a Somatization Reaction . 
Table XI illustrates the types of diagnostic classifica-
tions assigned to these p atients at the time of their fi r st 
intalce at the Clinic. In some c ases the diagnosis was mixed; 
in thos e c a ses, that featur e felt to be :most p rominent by the 
intaJ.;: e psychiatrist is noted below. 
Tb.e most prevalent diagnostic classification in this group 
of young men is that of Psy choneurosis, a fact vrhich confiT'ms 
the f inding s of Stearns41 on this point. 
In general, it vvould seem th8.t we have in this group a 
number of young men who are both 1J.nhappy and uncomf'ortable; and 
yet, who , although "out of steprr in certain areas of their 
adjustment, function quite adequately in many others. 
l.r~ . Mary Stearns, QP..• cit., p. 22 . 
TABLE XI 
DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFICATION OF T1JtlENTY-FIVE 
WOHLD WAR II VETERlu\TS AT INTAKE 
Classification Number 
Psychoneurosis: (17) 
Anxiety Reaction 
Obsessive-Compulsive Reaction 
Somatization Reaction 
Conversion Re a ction 
Character and Behavior Disorders: (6) 
I rmnaturity Reactions: (5) 
6 
1 
9 
1 
~notional Instability Reaction 1 
Passive Dependency Reaction 2 
Passive Aggressive Reaction 2 
Pathological Personality Reactions: (1) 
Schizoid Personality 1 
No Diagnosis Hade at Intake 2 
Total: 25 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORLD WAR I VBTERANS OF THI S STUDY 
One mi ght expect theJ; t he twenty-five Wo r ld iflar I v eteran.s 
involved in t h is study, solely on the gr ound s of the a g e 
dif ferential between the two groups , would present an entir ely 
different aspec t at the time of initial contact from t h e twenty 
five Wo r ld vVar II veterans included . The differences, however, 
are somewhat more subtle; the problems brought by t hes e older 
men are not only the problems of gerontology and geriatrics, 
al t h ough , to b e sure, such problems are often enco~mtered. 
Modlin42 has stated in this cormection: 
Pre-senile 
moderately 
• advance in 
tries will 
and s enile p s y ch oses will 
and -steadily as World War 
a g e. The Vihole SR_~cial ty 
eventua lly be our!j chief 
increase 
I veterans 
of geria-
concern . 
At first contact 1.-v i th the Clinic, these twenty - five men 
ranc;ed in a g e from s lightly over fifty to almost sixty- five 
years . Table XII p ictur es the distribution of the s e p atients 
by age . 
Herbert Modlin, ou. 
--
cit., p . 551 . 
43 . i .e., of the Veterans Administration. 
}.1_6 
' 
TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TW1~NTY-FIVB WOHLD WAR I 
VETERft~S BY AGE AT INITIAL INTAKE 
----=========================================~~== 
Age Range 
in Years Number of Patients 
50-55 ltt 
56-60 6 
61-65 5 
Total: 25 
Percentage 
56.0 
24~0 
20.0 
100.0 
Since the average ac;e of living World War I veterans is 
rougl.1.ly fifty-five, it would appear that the present group is a 
fairly t~rp ical one in this respect, for 56 per cent of the 
sample falls vvithin the age range of 50 to 55. T'nat there are 
fewer individuals in the older age ranz es is to be anticipated , 
as fevrer individuals in the older age .gl"onps have survived; and 
t h os e who h ave survived are more likely to require actual 
hospitalization or custodial care than ai'e the younger men. Al 
of these twenty-five men fall within v1h2,t ModlinL!4 terms the 
11 involutional pcriod 11 • 
The involutional period for men is age 50-65 ; 
therefor e we are prepared for a gPowing 
incidence of involutional melancholia f or -the 
next ten years from the \:Vo Pld War I group . 
Tl1.e average age of these t wenty-five veterans at entrance 
~1!- • Herbert Modlin, 2.£• ill•, p. 551. 
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into the service was twenty-foui' yeai's vli th an a ge v ar iat ion 
ranging at the extremes from eighteen to thirty-three. This 
contrasts vri th an averag e age at service entr ance of .. t ·wenty-one 
year s already noted f or the World War II group . On the whole, 
t hese World War I veterans seem to have been older at induction 
than the Vlorld Vlar II veterans, a fact whi ch is fur ther substan-
tiated when one notes tha t 36 per cent of the former were 
betw·e en 26 and 30 at the time, as a gainst 12 per cent of the 
l a tter . In Table XIII is found the actual a g e distribution of 
t b.is group at service entr ance . 
Age Range 
in Years 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
TABLE XIII 
DI STRIBUTION BY AGE AT SERVICE ENTR"~TCE 
OF TVVENTY -FIVZ WORW WAR I VETERANS 
Tot a l: 
Number o~ Patients 
6 
10 
_L 
25 
Percentag e 
2L~~o 4o.o 
20 . 0 
16 . 0 
----
100.0 
Tv1enty-tvro of these men served in the a rmy ; t wo, in the 
navy; e..nd one, in t he Marine Corps. A comparison of the combat 
exp erience of these men and the y oungei' men is difficult, if 
not in~ossible . About sixteen actually appear to have parti-
cipated in major ene;ag ements •vi th the American Expeditionary 
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Forces such as the Battle of Chateau Thierry and that of the 
Meuse - Argonne, and these individuals were subjected to the 
hazards of shell explosions, wounds, and gassing. 
Table XIV illustrates the length of service in months of 
these twenty- five veterans as con~ared with their a ge at the 
time of entrance into the service. 
~1o of these veterans enlisted in 1916 for servic e on the 
l\~exican Border and remained in the servic e throucill the World 
War I period ~tntil demobilization. Tnree others, enlisted in 
1914, also served continuously thr ough. the First Wol"ld War. 
Shortly after demobilization three other veterans , not includ 
one man who later entered the merchant service, reenlisted for 
an additional period of service. Since these additional 
periods dated not later than 1925, seven years after the war , 
they are t o be included for purposes of tabulation. None of 
t h e World War II veterans included in this study has thus far 
made any effort at reenlisting in the service. 
TABLE XIV 
LENGTH OF SERVICE IN MONTI-IS OF TWENTY- FIVE VlO RLD 
V!TAR I VETERANS COMPARED WITH AGE AT SERVICE ENTRANCE 
Length of Service Age in Years 
in Months 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 To tals 
0-10 3 3 
11-20 5 2 2 9 
21-~0 2 1 2 2 7 
~1-L~O 1 1 1 3 
,-l -50 1 1 
51-60 1 1 
61-70 0 
71-80 l 1 
6 10 
~-9 
Tb.e mean length of service seen by these t wenty-five men 
is 23. 9 months indicating that on the average all had some 
service expel~ience either prior to or subsequent to World \var I 
The greatest nUJnber, sixteen in all, served bet\~reen eleven and 
t h irty months, while the greatest nmnb er of World Vlar II 
ve terans served between t wenty-one a,.'J.d for•ty months. Table XIV 
points up the fact that each of the six men young est at enlist-
. 
ment served twenty-one months or more, whereas, of the ninet e en 
men t wenty-one througb. thirty-five at the time, only seven, or 
37 p er cent, served a p eriod of twenty-one months or greater . 
These fi gures and those derived for the World War II group seem 
to fur ther validate the assump tions of many military authoritie 
ths.t younger men tend to malce better servicemen . 
The fact that five of these men enlisted prior to the War 
may indicate a desire on the part of some to make the service 
a c a reer, fo r what reasons one can only speculate . Such men , 
it would seem, mig..h.t be bet tel" equipped for the problems they 
v1ere t o face than others drafted directly f r om civilian life . 
Tb.at some reenlisted during the post-war p e r iod may be 
indicative of actual difficulty in civilian adjustment with a 
conse quent desire f or return to tho relatively protected envir-
orunent of a peace-time army . Ethel Ginsburg had the 
returning World War II veteran in mind when she vrrote the 
followinn.: , but might it not have a pp lied to the demobilized 
World War I veteran? 
T'.nen, after years of living as a serial nUJnber 
in close proximity to thousands of other serial 
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numbers, we arine; the s&'TI.e clothing , using the 
s 2_m.e slang , eatine; the s rune food, marching in 
cadence with thous anC:.s of others, the veteran 
retur ns to his home town. Even without ac t ual 
combat exper ienc e , v:hich adds em entirely 
different and much heavier burden, the veteran 
is confuf'lecl and out of step with the civilian 
pattern . 4-5 
In contrast with the World War II veterans of this study, 
only four of these older 1:1en were discharged from ser vice on 
medical grounds --th :C'ee because of 11 convulsions 11 and one as a 
r esult of ·wh a t was t hen terrned ndefec t i ve mental development, 
moron. 11 All of the remainder were discl'larged eith er by a 
general d emobilization order issued at the conclusion of the 
\Var or at the expir ation of their resp ective terms of enlist-
ment, s omevvha -G l a t er . It is vvorthy of mention t hat t vm o.f 
t hese l a tter ind ividu a ls discha r c;ed ostensibly in good h ealth , 
I with 11 no physical defects dis qualify ing fo l'' reenlistment 11 noted 
on their• d ischarge p ap ers , h ad been treated :for ep ileptic-like 
attacks nhile in t he service . As a result of so me of t h ose 
inaccul"ate discharge notations, appa:eently swor n to by the 
serviceman h imself in his haste to be discharged , the comp ensa-
tion issue and the establishment of s ervice-connection for 
disability was somewhat confused fo r many a s noted in their 
Essential Folders . 
Waller surveys historically some of t h e developments in 
veterans' benefits prior to Wor ld War I, and notes that: 
45 . Ethel L. Ginsburg, ilVeteran into Ci viJ.i~:n1: Th e . Proces 
of Readjustment 11 , Ivient§-1 H]:.EQ-~~ 29:8, January, 19L~5. 
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At the time of our entry into World vVar I, it 
was the intention of the government to avoid 
the pension evils that had arisen from other 
wars . After c a reful study, a system of service 
benefits not unlike workmen's compensation was 
enacted into law . The central feature was a 
system of voluntary , lovi-cost i nsurance, which 
the veteran could convert from term t o some r 
other form of insurance at the end of the war . 4o 
That this initial p olicy did not meet the needs of these 
veterans, nor their demands , as reflected in the activity of 
vete :r•ans ' oi•ganizations , is well illustrated by the fact that 
from 1921 to 1932,47 t we lve separate general laws were passed 
c once1~ing a liberalization of interp retation of just what 
constituted a servic e -connected disability . 
A combinat ion of many fac tors , then , seems to have entered 
irrto the fact that the 1.'Io rld War I vet e:r·ans of this study did n ot 
fil e for disability compensation until, on the average , a 
p eriod of 15.9 months had e lapsed from the time o f their sei•vic 
discharge . Seventeen of these . men , OI' 68 per cent did apply 
initially fo r comp ensation vii thin the first twenty months after 
dis char·ge, and all but t wo had a pplied by the end of three and 
1 one hal f years. 
Pratt conm1ents on the pensioning sys tem as it affected 
such Vlo r ld Vvar I veterans as these: 
Ex-soldiers , finding the difficulties of civilian 
adjustment so arduous that t h ey were re quired to 
t!'ansform their anxieties and WOl"I'ie s into somatic 
symptoms, were encourag ed to com1.ect their disabil-
ities with war service; elaborate and rep eated 
~-6 . Willard Waller, £1?.• cit., p . 220. 
47 · Ibid., p . 221 . 
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Also : 
medical and psychiatric examinations served -to 
focus continued attention on symptoms, ••• 48 
As months and y ears passed ex-soldiers 
rep eatedly were notified that time limits 
were being placed for the filing of disabil-
ity claims and an invitation was implicitly 
extended to make --or to inCI' ease --such claims .l+9 
'Er1.e amount of compensation which t h e veterans of this 
are receiving at initial intak e at the Clinic differs signif-
icantly from that of the World War II group . '\tVhereas none of 
this latter group were receiving an amount greater than 50 per 
cent, here one finds that nine of the twenty-five are now 
receiving a permanent total r·atinrs of 100 per cent, and that 
seventeen are receiving 50 per c ent compensation or greater. 
Only ·three individuals of this group v1ex>e awarded total 
disability at the time of initial con~ensation a pp lication; 
the other awards vary ing f r om zero per cent to 50 per cent at 
that time . In a few cases service-connection was orig inally 
completely denied. .As the years have p assed, however, thel""e 
s eems to have b e en a progressiv e increase in the disability 
I ratin g s of these men which may, o r may not, be an anticipated 
concomitant of the aging process itself. 
Weiss and En glish have written that : 
At some period in middle life it often happens 
that the anxiety underlying a psychosomatic 
disoT•der is due to a sense of personal or 
48. George K . Pratt , 2E. • cit., p . )_1_8. 
L:-9 · Ibid., p . 48. 
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economic failure. A man may have failed to 
advance in his work or in his profession to 
the p oint that h e had hoped or he may not 
have achieved f inancial security.50 
These men a re beyond middle life. Most of them consider 
their health to be very p oor, ~nd t h ey are often lonely , dis-
courag e d , and afraid . 
At initial intak e, 64 per cent of them, sixteen in number 
were marri e d and li vine; Vli t h their n i ves. Four had never 
ma~ried . Four were widowe r s, one having lost t wo wives. 
1
1 
Another had been divorced from h is fir st vlife eight years after 
separation from service and had lost his second Y:rife by death a 
year prior t o the intake inter vi ew . .Another veteran who classed 
h i mse l f a s useparated 11 f r om his third vlife, had been previously 
vridowed by his f i r st wife 1 s death and had been divorced from 
his second v1ife . One of the married veterans h ad been divorced 
t wi ce p reviously. 
All but four of t h ose vetera ns who ma r ried d id so subse-
quent to d ischa r g e from t he service. One of these four was 
mar·r i ed while in the service , and the othe r three , thre e y ears, 
four years, and ten y ear s resp ectively , prior to s ervice. The 
averag e waiting p eriod subse quent t o di scharg e of the s i x teen 
ve t erans :.;h o marr i ed at t hat time was 63 .7 months, or greater 
t han five years . Tnis p e r iod rang ed in length from seven 
months to fourteen years--certainly a far cry from the aver a g e 
waiting period of 13. 8 months f or the V:Torld War II veterans 
----·- ----·---
50~ Edward Weiss, M.D. and 0. Spurg eon En glish, l.I .D., 
Q£• cit., p. 615 . 
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of this study . This mark ed difference in t h e fi gu r es obtaine d 
m2.y merely indicate a tendency on the part of today' s young 
people t o mai•r y somewhat earlier, o r it may reflect more 
di T·ectly up on t h e k inds of adjustments, heterosexual and other, 
'Nhich the se men have always made in life. In each of these 
gl"'Oup s t her e was one man whose initial ma r riage vras to a woman 
vrh o had been ma r ried previously and had h a d children by t h e 
earlier union . 
As noted ear lier , Pratt51 h a s indicated t h at one of t h e 
supePior i ties of t h e Wo :c"'ld War II gr oup of vete r ans over t h eir• 
p redecesso r s 1,~rot.1.ld be in t he area of s chool attainment. The 
r ecord s of many of t hes e older p atients are incomplete on this 
p oint, but s ome school inf ormation was obta ined in t wenty of 
t h e Wor ld War I cases. 
One veteran had been in the 11 ungraded 11 r oom vvhen h e left 
school at the a ge of sixt een and vvhat level of educational 
accmap lisbme n t t h is r e p resents is diffi cult to establi sh. The 
length of schooling f o r the remaining nineteen r ane; ed 'dovmward 
f r om the comp l etion of t wo college years to the comp l e tion of 
only t h r e e school grades , vY i th an over-all av e r a ge of 7.9 g r ades 
comp l eted . Tl1.ese fi gu re s were compu ted in t ho s ame '.vay as f or 
t he World War II veterans, and t hey indicate an a chievement 
abou t t h ree sch ool gr ades lovrer than tha t prevailing in t h e 
younger group . 
Ni n e o f the se v e terans left school between the ages of 
51. George K. Pratt, M. D. , ££• cit . , P • 43. 
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,thirteen and fifteen, no reason being g iven, but apparently for 
I employment. Each of them had some t yp e of wo::·k exp e r ience prior 
I to en teJ:•inc; the seT•vice a s contrasted with the World War II 
group, approximate ly one-third of whom had had none. Tha t t hese 
veterans vvere relatively older v1hen they enter•ed service would 
account in some me asure for the gre a ter pre -service employment 
record. Also jobs may have been somevn~at mo r e p l entiful in 
certain of the trades at t he time of the term;Lnation of their 
s _chooling t han they were in the 1930 1 s. The k ind of work done 
prior t o service varied greatly, many g iving evidence of having 
had a nw~ber of odd jobs. In an atten~t at some classific a tion 
of e1i1p loyment the writer has used that specialty which the 
vete r an hliase l f gave as his occupation a t the time of ent ering 
service, since this would seem to be the k ind of work which the 
vete r an d id longest or at which he consider ed himself to have 
been most successful. 
Five had been laborers, e r r a nd boys, or had done odd jobs; 
/nine had been facto r y employees, working as shoework ers, press 
!h ands, machinists, and so forth. ~vo had been f arm h ands; one 
had vrorked in h i s father 1 s business; and one had worked f or an 
undertaker. Others had driven tpuclcs , b e en fi r e men, teams tel"S, 
!brakemen, and salesmen. On the whole, they, like thos e of the 
Wo r ld Vlar I I g roup who had vmrked befor e service, seem to have 
p erf o rmed lar gely unskilled o r semi-sk illed jobs with some fev1 
excep tions. 
Typ ically, our society greatly emphasizes the concept of 
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"rugged individualism" with individual worth often measured in 
t er·ms o:r the steadiness of employment. Ours is also a highly 
industr·ialized economy, stressing speed and youth, and many 
individuals are often l a id off or retired a s they beco~e older, 
and conse qu ently, slower. Work provides for many an inte~est 
in life , and a socially acceptable and gratifying sublimation 
fO I' many h1.-unan needs which otherwise may go 1.mmet. 
Table "X:V illustrates the employment status of this group 
of men according to a g e at initial intake. Four of the 1h~em-
played, receiving 100 per cent conwensation, are considered 
incompetent to handle their own affairs, although well enousb. 
t o remain in the cor.@"lmity; they therefor e have guardians. 
TABLE XV 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF TWENTY-FIVE \VORLD Wlul. I 
V'ETERANS ACCORDING TO AGE AT I NITIAL INTAKE 
Employment Nmnber ·of Patients 
Status 50-55 56-6o 61-65 Total 
Unemp loyed 8 3 3 ll.t. 
Employed 4 3 1 8 
Partial or Occasional 
Self-employment 2 1 3 
--
Total: 14 6 5 25 
Fifty-six p er cent of these men are unemployed at intake, 
whi le the remainder are eng aged in some ty-pe of gainful employ-
ment. It would appear here as in the cases of the World War II 
veterans, that those v1ho a r e most severely disabled are least 
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· likely to be employed . Relative chro1~olo 9; ical a ge does not seem 
I 
1
to be the crucial factor; a greater proportion of unemp loyed 
individuals is noted betvveen 50 and 55 than is found in the 
c ombined a g e rane e 56 to 65 . 
Perhaps more illustrative of the emplo;yment adaptability 
of these men is their occupational histories subsequent to 
discharge and prior to initial Clinic intake . A fairly good 
gauge o-r year by year adjustment is provided b y the acco1..mts 
g iven by the veteran himself at the time of examinations 
conducted for adjudication purposes . It is conceivable that 
some veterans durine; such examinations might tend to exaggerate 
their employraent difficulties in order to prevent an alteration 
, in compensation or to have the amount :;_.,aised . Other evidence 
in t he r ecox>ds such as medical a..r1d social service follow-up 
· reports on the vvhole tend to substantiate ·their statements, 
however . 
' I Table XVI give s some 
status of the veterans of 
indication of the earlier employ.c1ent 
this study as c ompar•ed with 'their 
present employment status . Little information was available on 
the earlier em.plo~rrnent of one presently employed vetera._'l1., an.d 
therefOI'e this t able is based on r esults obtained with twenty-
four. Tl1.e wopd 11 occasional 11 as used here indicates odd jobs or 
jobs held for very short periods of time, e . g . one veteran 
worked from time to time as a dishw·asher . The word 11 steady 11 
implies that the individual has worked consistently f or the 
last .fifteen years at least, ordinarily on one or tvro jobs only . 
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TABLE XVI 
EARLE R EMPLOY1v1ENT OF TVVENTY- F OUR liJO RLD WAR I 
VETERANS AS COifiP AR.:2:D YHTH PRESENT EMPLOY1VIENT STATUS 
===============================--=================-------
i Previous Employment: 
Present Employraent 
fully Employed : 
Number of Veterans 
Unemployed 
15 to 20 
Steady Occasional Years 
8 
Par tial or Occasional: 2 
Unemployed: 3 
Totals : 13 
_ _7_ 
7 
3 
3 
Appai•entl;t 
lifo Post-
Service 
Emp loyiaent 
1 
1 
One mieht conclude from t his tabulat ion that in many cases 
t h e veteran's present mode of worl:: ad jus tment is a fairly sen-
sitive indicator of the ldnd of adjustment which has been his 
pattern since demobilization. In considering the ten cu r r ently 
emp loyed -veterans on whom ther e is suffic ient info!.--mat ion 
a-vailable, vre find that all ten h ave a stable employment re cor d, 
many workinB; consistently at the same job fo r a number of years. 
The two men presently engaged in partial employment were retired 
bec ause of a r;e from the steady job s ·wh ich t hey h ad held. Two 
1 of the three individuals cur rentl y unemployed but said to have 
I worked cons i s tentl y earlier, are novf in r ece i p t of reti r ement 
incomes from the companies by whom they were formerly employed . 
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Eleven of the fourteen vVorld War I veterans who are c1.n .... rently 
1..memployed g ive a history of gx•eat instability of p ast e:m.....uloy-
ment or no employment at all. In evalua ting these facts one 
must r emember the nation-vlide employment slw:np of the depressi 
All Wo r ld \Var I veterans of this grour> ·were exposed to this 
phenomenon; yet many managed to retain some t yp e of job during 
this troubled period. 
The p recedent for t h e present Vocational Rehabilitation 
pro gram of the Veterans Administration VIas established at the 
end of World War I. 
According to Waller·S2 the Vocational Rehabilitation pro gP 
was instituted in 1918 and was continued vvith vaPious adminis -
trative chan:::; es until June 30 , 1928. He evaluates the pro gram 
as it fun c tioned in this m.anner: 
The program of vocational rehabilitation started 
poorly, and never reached a high state of 
efficiency. 
All but four of the veterans of this study applied f o1 .... 
ti'aining . Five of the remaining tvrenty-one were denied tra.~...~..L .... .~.  .~.8 1 
on the grounds tha t it was not cons idered medically feasible. 
All five of these show, in retrospect, a history of only 
occasiona l, s p oradic employment . Of the remaining sixteen, 
thirteen completed their courses a.nd were rehabilitated at some 
form of employment of their choice. In an effort to determine 
the value of this training in terms of the l ater occupational 
adjustment of these men, Table XVII belo·w comp a r es the amount 
52 . Willard Waller, 212.• cit., p . 238. 
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of' time spent in such training vri th the type of' work in which 
the individual was subsequently employed. Some individuals may 
have worked at this nevrly acquired specialty f or a short period 
S1)_bsequent to being declared rehabilitated . If they did so for 
as limited a p eriod as ~vo years this writer has arbitrarily, 
f or tabulation purposes, considered them as having been empl~~=~" 
at the job for which they trained. 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF TRAINING TIME IN l!IONTHS WITH SUBSEGo~UENT 
EI11IPLOYTvlli1\fT OF THIRTEEN 11 Rb'l-IABILITATED" WORLD WAR I VETERANS 
Training Time 
in Months 
0-12 
13-2lt 
2.5-f6 J7-t8 
49- 0 
lh..m1ber o f' Patients 
Occupation Sru.ile as --slmiiar----nifferent 
for 1Nhich Trained 
1 
1 1 
2 1 
2 3 
2 
--
Totals: .5 0 8 
Of the three individuals Viho did not comp lete their train-
ing , two were ultimately felt to be non-feasible from a medical 
p oint of view, and one voh.mtarily terminated training as he ... ~ra 
not satisfied tli th it. Of the thirteen who did complete train-
ing and were r ehabilitated, ei~~t were employed in other lines 
of work . T:.r'lis may indicate, it would seem, p oor choice of 
employraent objective, either becaus e of lack of' sustained 
inteT'e s t, inability to perfo1~m in the actual job situations, or 
scarcity of job s in the chosen field in the locality in which 
the v e teran resided . No actually comparable data is available 
f oT' the Wor ld rJar II veterans of this study, since many continue 
in t :r·ain ing a t present or have not as yet begun. 
For the \7oJ:>ld ·~var I veterans of this study , as well as for 
the '.Yorld War II veterans, the writer has att empted to Peview 
the ldnds of childh.ood and adolescent traits possessed and the 
illnesses , accidents , an d other unusu a l experiences to which 
they were e:A.rposed . Vlorld Wal"' I re cord s aPe some1.rhat sparse on 
t h es e points and in only fift een of these cases is there e:ny 
mention of such trat.mla . Table XVIII below illu strates t he k inds 
of experiences of this nature of these fift een men . ~nat the 
earl y histo~.,y of the reraainin g ten is entire l y negative in t hese 
r espects is questioned by the writer . 
TABLE XVIII 
NEUROTIC TRAITS , ILLNESSES , ACCIDENTS , AND OTHER 
EXPERI ENCES AFFECTING FIFrrEEN WOHLD WAR I VETERAHS 
DURI NG CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESC:r.:NCE 
==~~~-=-=~~-=-=-=================--=-==------·----------------·----Traits, Accidents , Illnesses, etc. 
EnuT'esis 
Sunstroke 
Epileptic attaclcs and/oT' convuls ions 
Typhoid FeveT' 
Venereal Disea se 
Excessive use of alcohol 
Desertion by father 
Abandonment by father (after mother's death) 
I rregul ar SuppoT't by Father 
Rigid Fat h er 
Oversolicitous :Mo ther 
Seclusive 
Trouble s ome and abusive at home 
Placed in foster home after divorce 
Tot 
Nu.mber Affected 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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As mentioned previously, a patient ' s attitude toward ill-
ness of any kind will be cond itioned not only by his own 
personal experience with it but also by his observations. The 
e World War I veterans of this study are , on the average, twenty-
five or more years older the_D. the Wol"ld War II veterans. In 
essence this means that in the very process of livinE~ they ~lave 
had by the time of ini tia.l intake a far greater oppoi,tuni ty to 
ex-perience illnesses and to note their appearance and effects 
in both p arents and siblings. Also, medical science has pro -
grassed significantly since these men ·were young , and many 
illness e s whi ch had a fatal termination at that time aPe 
considered to be relatively mild in the light of present day 
knowledge. The incidence of mental and other illnesses has 
been noted in the fa."'11ilies of these individuals not only for 
the childhood and adolescent periods, but in toto, insofar as 
1 these a::."e recorded. Informat ion is incomplete in seven cases; 
I 
a gain, the Fl'"'i tar doubts that all seven have entirely ne g ative 
fsnilial medical histo r ies. 
Table XIX below indicates the kinds of disabling physical 
and rnental j_llnesses found in these families . For purpos es of 
tabula t ion, in those inst;:mces where one or more brothers or 
sisters v;ere felt to have the same condition only one notat ion 
b.as been made. As a resnl t this table is not an exact index of 
the nu111ber of incapacitated individuals 'Ni thin these farnilies 
but d oes s e rve to point up the preponderance of such ind ivid1.1-
als in the group as a whole. 
• 
TABLE XIX 
I:NCIDENCE OF l.\1ENTAL OR OTHER ILLNESSES IN THE FAMILIES 
OF SEVJ:NTEEN WORLD WAR I VETERANS 
Relative Affected 
Father 
l! 
II 
fl 
11 
ll 
!! 
II 
ll 
!I 
Niother 
II 
If 
ll 
II 
II 
ll 
ii 
!! 
il 
II 
ll 
Aunt 
II 
Sister (or Sisters) 
I ! 
!I 
If 
II 
II 
Brother (or Brothers) 
ll 
II 
!I 
II 
ll 
ll 
i l 
II 
11 
Uncle 
Disabling Physical 
or Mental Condition 
Alcoholism 
Kidney Condition 
11 Nervousnessn 
Cardiac Condition 
Influenza (fatal) 
nDropsyn (fatal) 
Hardening of Arteries 
Leg Ulcer 
Tuberculosis 
Pneumonia (fatal) 
Cardiac Condition 
Stomach Condition 
Cancer 
nNervousnessn 
11Hypochondriasis tt 
nPeculiarrr 
Tuberculosis 
Possible Suicide 
H;;rpePtension 
Diabetes 
Pneumonia (fatal) 
Psychotic 
Tubei"culos is 
Blind 
Psychotic 
Tubepculosis 
11 Nervousness 11 "Not We11n 
Stuttering 
Parkinson 's Disease 
Arterioscler osis 
Cerebral Hemorrhage 
nvlater on the Brainn 
Spinal Meningitis 
Diabetes 
Pneumonia 
Epilepsy 
Psychosis 
11 Nervousness 11 
Typhoid Fever 
11 Shell-shockedn 
Died after Operation 
Psychotic 
Number of 
Patients 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
l 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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As noted above, there are fourteen instances of !!nervous-
ness ll or other peculiai•i ty as well as five of psychosis or 
i 11 shell-shock" of close relativ es . How the figures con-Gained in 
I 
! this table compare vri th those of a completely random sa._lllple of 
! 
1 
the total p opulation, the vr:r•iter is not prepared to say, but 
the fact that seventeen of the 1Norld vVar I veterans of this 
study have this kind of backgrm .. md is important for t hem in 
te rms of the kinds of conditions they actually p resent, the 
types of fears with which they are obsessed, and the vlillingnes 
1-,r i th which they accept an emotional explanation of their 
respective illnesses. 
The World War I vete rans of this study had been k noVJl'l to 
the various divisions of the Veterans Administration long befo 
the Mental Hygiene Unit vras created. The f'act th2.t nineteen of 
these t wenty-rive men were referred from the Out-Patient DepaT•t 
ment of the Veterans Administration, two from the Contact 
Division and one from a Veterans Administration Hospital 
certainly bears witness to this . Three of t he se veterans are 
listed as self-referral at the time of initial intake; however , 
the writer is inclined to doubt t he accuracy of this. None of 
t he se thJ.."'ee indicated any understandine; of Clinic f1..mction, but 
in all c a ses requested rrmedication 11 • It is quite likely, and 
evidence from their Essential Folders seems to substantiate 
t h is, th 2. t these veterans also learned of the Clinic originally 
vrhile receiving t r eatment at the Out-Patient Department . 
Some initial r·esistance to psychiatric t r eatment on the 
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part of many of the World War II veterans of this study has 
already been cited; the r esistance of some of these older 
patient s vli th their apparently more r i gid reac t ion patterns is 
in many ways much mor e severe. Th.e f act that sevente en of 
these vet erans ca...'TI.e to t h e Clinic initially wi t h a re ques t f or 
!medi cation points, as has been indic a ted earlier, to one asp ect 
of th is problem. 
It -vva s noted earlier that the greatest m.unber of Wor ld War 
II veterans of this study were class i fied diagnostically as 
p sychoneurotic. Table L'C below illustrates the diagnostic 
cla ss ifications of the World War I group . 
TABLE X-X 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIAGNOSTI C CLASSIFICATIONSS 
FOR TWENTY-FIVE WORLD WAR I VETERANS 
Diagnosis 
Psych oneurosis: (10) 
Neurotic Depressive Reacti on 
Somatization Reaction 
Pnxiety Reaction 
Hypochondriacal Reaction 
Acute Si t uation al Reaction: 
Epilepsy: 
Encephalitis: 
Psy ch osis: (3) 
In Remission 
Aff ective Disorder (Involutional 
melancholia) 
Character and Behavior Disorders: (2) 
Passive-Dependency Reaction 
No Diagnosis Made: 
Total: 
Humber of Patient 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
6 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
25 
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The h i gh proportion of psychoneUl'"'Osis in this group , as in 
the Wor ld Vifar II gpou:rp, is evident. Ei ght of the Wo r ld War I 
p a tients are suffering eith er frm~ a n ep ileptic or encephalitic 
condition . The p s y chic overlay in such conditions is undoubted 
l y l a rge , but some definite org anic fin d ings , e. g . brain wave 
disturbances , are usually p resent and the dispensing of medica-
tion is a necessary par t of t herapy . 
Weiss a.nd English53 note the fo llovlinG : 
Kardiner find s that syncop al phenomena are the 
most common symptoms in the chronic neuroses 
produced by war . They v a Py in sevePity from 
vertigo to epileptic seizures. 
Wbether or not tJ.nvdse hancline; of the medication factor in 
the past in such situa tions h as led to an undue reliance u p on 
it, is a que stion for further determin a tion. Much criticism 
has b e en forthcoming fpom many quarters concerning a dep endence 
u p on medic at ion in all types of neurotic c onditions apparently 
f os tered by Veterans Administration Out-Patient Department s. 
Albert Deutsch54 writing in 19L~5 about the psychiatr ic 
clinic at t h e King sbridg e Road Vetepans Administration Hospital 
in the Bronx, New Yorl{ commented: 
op . . .._ ~., 
For y ears t he p sych iatric clinic at King sbridge 
Road had been a bitter joke to vets compelled 
to use it. Even befo re the outbreak of war , 
it seems to have been a common p ract i ce to give 
psych oneurotic WoPld War I vets visiting the 
clinic a bottle or box of sedative p ills and 
tell them to return fo r more when the fresh 
Edward Weiss, M.D. and o. Spurgeon Bnglish , 
P • 523 • 
M.D., 
supply was used u p . There was little or no 
atteTI~ t at active treatment. 
Lik e their y ounger f'ellow veterans, the World War I 
veterans of this study are also in large measure an unhappy , 
uncom:foPtable group . One senses in these cases also, a certain 
fixation of' problem which is not quite so apparent among the 
y oung er men. 
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CHAPTER V 
A COl.lP .ARI SON OF SYMPTOMS AND SOCIAL PROBLE1LS 
~7IT"".ti CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 
Befor e undertak ing a detailed c omparison of the symptoms 
~ ~d problems of these fifty veterans the writer has attemp ted, 
: ln Chapters III and IV, to clar ify for the reader , the kind s of ' 
individuals involved in thi s paPticular st1..1.dy with some emphasis 
~ upon their developmental , family , and military h istories in an 
I effo r t to demonstrate those facto r s which he l ped to make them 
!what they were at t h e time of service discharge and nhat they 
I 
I ar e today during t heir initial Clinic contact . 
, The first con~arison to be mad e is that between the symp -
1 toms of each of these group s as presented a t the t i me of their 
respe ctive di schar ges from the servic e or at the time of initial ! 
I 
claim for comp ensation . 
In discus sing the nwar Neuroses n Grinlcer and Spiegel55 
have said : 
A most p ronounc ed characteristic of the cases 
seen earl y in their illness is the profusion 
in vrhich n ew sympt oms app ear and d isappear . 
As time goes on, without t r eatment , a more 
s·tabilized syndrome crystallizes. 
The element of treatment in service is a very i mportant 
1 variab l e to be considered in these c ases, but t he write r , in 
reading t h ese records, \Vas unable to determine wi th any degree 
I 
i 55. 
I 
Roy R. GrinJ..wr, M.D. and John Sp i e gel , M.D., £E.• cit. , 
I p e 1. 
TABLE XXI 
SY1;IPTOitiS EXPR8SSED BY TFJENT"£-F'IVE WORLD WAR I 
VBT~PillNS AT DISCHARffi~ OR F I RS T PENS ION REQDn ST 
=============================~==-~~·~~~~-==============· === 
Symptoms 
11 Shell shockn 
Defe ctive eye 
Ear Trouble 
Tachycardia 
Pains and Fluttering Around Heart 
Chest Pains 
Stomach Pains , ucramps n, or tt Trouble 11 
Backaches aild Pains -
Pains on Left Side 
Pains in Lungs 
Pain in Kidneys 
Pa ins in Muscles of Arms and/or Legs 
Ivluscle Contractions Arm and Leg 
Dyspnoea andjor nshortness of Breathu 
Bronch itis 
Epileptic or Epileptifor m Seizures 
Fear of Epileptic Attaclc 
Cough with Sput~un Raised 
Nervousness, 11 Nerves 11 , etc. 
Headache s 
Dizziness 
Sleep lessness, 11 Insomnia 11 
Lots of Gas 
Poor Appetite 
Loss of weight, 11undorvreightn 
Vomiting 
Constip ation 
Itching p iles 
Weakness and/or poor exercise tolepance 
Complete exhaustion 
Exc essive persp iration 
Inability to sit still 
u Spinal trouble 11 
nDernentia Praecoxu 
rilental slmmess 
Defective judgment 
Poor attention and memory 
Childish fund of knowledge 
Unknown in t wo cases 
Frequency 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
L_ 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
6 
5 
2 
L~ 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
(0 
TABLE JL'{II 
SYMPTOiviS EXPHESSED BY TWENTY- FIVE V/ORLD WAR II 
VETERANS AT DISCHARGE OR FIRS T PENS ION RE QUEST 
Syn1p toms 
Irritability 
Tremulousness 
Vle akness 
Chr onic fatigue 
" Tr ouble sleep ing.", insonmia 
Restlessness 
"Sleep paraly sis 11 
Palpitat ion 
Tachyc ardia 
Vlealc feeling in stomach 
Abdominal pains and/or "cra.111p s 11 
Ba.c k pains 
Pains in l ee;s 
Pain i n testicles 
"Pains" 
Pains below r ibs 
Ch est pains 
Headache s and p ains (occasional t o persistent) 
Di:zziness 
Lapses of consciousness 
Epileptifor m (?) seizures 
~ar a ch es and throbbing 
Partial hearing loss 
Perc ept ive deafness 
Tin..ni tus 
n ervousness 
Tension 
Exce ssive persp i r ation 
Nailbiting 
Speech lisp 
Loss of appetite, anorexia, 11 p oor appeti t e" 
Urinary frequency 
Enuresis 
Startle reaction 
Noise s ens itivity 
Euphoria 
"Fixation of moodn 
.Amnesia 
I mpotence 
Frequency 
1.,_ 
2 
2 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
8 
5 
1 
l 
1 
L~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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.TABLE XXII (C~mtinued) 
SYMPTOMS EXPRl:~SSED BY TWENTY-FIVE V!ORLD WAR II 
VETJ;RAHS AT DISCHARGE OH FIEST PENSION RE(~UES T 
Symptmns 
Dullness 
I(Jpset at times 11 
;:seclusiveness, nBothers me to be with people . H 
Obesity 
At r ophy of sexual organs 
Sore throat 
Deformity of arm 
Fear of lo sing mind 
Fear of disappoint.ing family 
Fear of riding in bus alone 
Compulsive fears and desires 
No complaints noted at discharge 
Inforrnation .not available 
Frequency 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
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.. of accuracy the type or kind received in most situations . Her 
observations on this p oint indicate only that treatment of' a 
psych otherapeutic nature was available to many of the World 1Jifar 
II vetera ns for short periods ar1d included in selected insta...nce 
sodium amytol and p entathol treatp1ent, individual therapy, with 
r without these aids , group therapy , and so forth. 
v'ffl_enever poss ible in Tables XXI and XXII , as ·well as in 
Tables XXVI and XXVII below, the ,exact words of the vete ra.,"1 
have been retained in order to convey most adequately to the 
reader just 1:rhat the veteran himself feels is troubling him. 
A classification of thes-e symptoms according to a ge at servic.e 
enlistment shows no significant differences bet·ween the various 
a g e c rouping s and t herefore is not presented here . 
T'ne far greater number of complaints and s;ymp tomati c 
evidences of maladjus t ment listed foi' the World War II veterans 
in these tables is not to be taken as any indic a tion that these 
men actually had mor e symp t oms at the time of their service 
dis charge than did the older g roup. It is evidence only, t h is 
writer feels, of inadequate recording on t his p oint in the 
em:•lier re cords. 
The writer notes as the most frequently55 a ppearing symp-
t oms of these World Wru.., I v eterans at dis charge the following : 
55 . The writer has used throughout this study a criterion 
of "mos t frequently appearing 11 , a frequency of three or more 
tiraes in these tables. 
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Generalized nervousness; headaches; epileptic 
or epileptiform convulsions or 11 fits 11 , vrith or 
without loss of consciousness; g eneralized 
pains involving abdomen , back, arms , and leg s, 
singly or in conillination; insonh~ia; weakness; 
and breathing difficulties. 
Tl1ese findings coincide well with those noted by 1Jlasso-
neau56 for a group of ninety-four psychoneurotic ex-se r vicemen 
treated at United States Publi c Health Hospital Number 38 in 
Nev1 York City between November , 1920 and Febl'"'Uary, 1922. She 
concluded: 
Tl1.e most prominent symptoms are a g eneralized 
feeling of nervousness, lack of ability to 
concentrate, restlessness, insomnia, irritabil-
ity, headaches- -usually dull , but of long 
duration--depression and des i re for solitude, 
dizziness ';;-ith or without loss of consciousness, 
and a feeling of inade quacy . Accomp anying these 
there are generally some somatic symptoms, such 
as pain in the hea~t or chest, shortness of 
breath, indigestion or the like. 
The 1Nri ter 1 s tables indic ate tha t the most fre quently 
1 a ppearing complaints of the World 1Har II veterans of this study 
I 
• 
are at discharge: 
Headaches ; generalized nervousness ; ins onn1.ia; 
t ension; irritability; loss of appetite and 
other gastrointestinal con~laints; pains of 
v arious kinds including most usually back and 
abdominal pains . 
These r esults for World War II veterans co r respond well 
with Fiadsvrorth 1~ observation in dealing with a group of neuro-
I
. 56. Grace Massoneau, 11 A Social Jlnalysis of a Group of 
Psychoneur otic Ex - Servicemen 11 , Mental Hygiene, 6:576, July, 1922 
57 . Hajor Morton L. Wadsvro J:> th, M. C., " Rehabilitation 
Pr oblems Presented by Retur ning Service Men Vf.l.1.o Seek Psychiatric 
Help 11 , Mental Hygiene, 30: 6 6 , Janua ry, 191~_6 . 
. p sychiatri c soldiers p rior to discharg e in a military hospital: 
The most prevalent psychosomatic symptoms that 
they presented were those of anxiety state with 
its feeling of 11 inner trembling,H palpitation, 
functional gastrointestinal disturbances, head-
ache , insornnia, feeling s of nervous tension, 
and diff iculties in concentrating upon their 
usual occupations and diversions. A few of 
them wei'e outwardly tremulous, and many spoke 
of being easily startled by loud noises . 
Hysteric a l a..nd obsessive-compulsive manifesta-
tions 1vere met with but less frequently. 
Temperamental disturb ances vre r e conspicuous in 
a considerable nw1fuer • • The patients spok e of 
theil" i :c>ritability , their tendencies to nfly 
off t:i:1e handle 11 easily, and their desire to 
get off by themselves. 
T'ne use of a fre quency of three or more to establish a 
\hierarchy of most commonly occurring symptoms is admittedly 
j arbitrary , but it is f'elt that a sharp delineation of the mos t 
f' requently appearing syndrome type could not be expected with 
less . Tb.e use of a mJ.mber greater than three might have 
reduced the nmnber of symptoms to such a degree that their real 
signif icance would be obscured . 
It seems obvious f'rom these tables that the similaritie s 
in symptomatology between the tvro groups of veterans at or near 
tine of' d ischar ge far exceed the dif'ferences . The far greater 
I frequency of epileptic or epileptiform seizures in the Wo1"ld 
! War I g r oup, even at this early date is obvious , and it would 
I 
1 seem l)O ssibl' r that the detection methods for tho elimination of I - .; 
1/ individuals prone to such seizures at the time of initial 
I e xaminat ions were somewhat more advanced in World War II. 
I 
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In this connection, Dr. Lennox' s58 statement is of interest: 
.Among the 6000-odd epileptics vrho were discovered 
in the Army during the last wax•, the b•ouble · 
arose in the line of duty in only 1 percent. 
Seizures which result from brain trauma, howe;ver, 
may not be gin 1.mtil months or years after the 
man's discharge. 
·v i t h the possible exception of these epileptic manifesta-
j tions, t he desc r iptions of both ·wadsworth and Massoneau, as well 
I as those of the v7ri ter, seem interchangeable for each of the 
the fact that someday, somewhere, they will 11 crack up 11 a g ain, 
a fear v.rhich many find extremely difficult to verbalize. A 
I fear of disappointing one's family besperu{s the shame many of 
these men have experienced. They feel tha t they have failed; 
I 
I· 
that they were inadequate; that they are just no good. They 
have in many instances lost their own self-respect, and they ,. 
feel that no one else can therefore respect them. 
A greater number of the symptoms presented at discharge by 
t h e Wo r ld War I veterans, as they expressed them, seem to be 
5 8 . William G• Lennox, 11Epilepsy and I:aroxysraal Neu.Popsy- · 
chi a tric Syndrome s 11 , in :Msnual of Military Neuropsyc...h.iatry, p. 20 ,?. 
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! those of some ac tual physical disability or at l east, of their 
! impression as to how that disability manifests itself. For 
exarnple, some of them complain of 11 spinal trouble 11 , "bronchitis ~ 
11 ear trouble l!, a "defective eye 11 , or "shell shock 11 • Such 
complaints are found also in the 'Norld War II lis tine; , but vii th 
Jfar less frequency . 
To this day , the term 11 shell shock!! is one t o vrhich many 
World War I veterans cling , possibly because it has, in their 
minds, a more flattering connotation than do o ther terms , e. g ., 
I 
neurotic, psychoneurotic, o r neurop s ychiatric. At the commenc e -
ment of Wor ld War I, according to Kant , .59 authorities argued as 
to the exact nature of "shell shock". Some psycl'liatrists main-
tained that such neurotic symp toms as the paral ysis of a linfu 
v:i thout organic f indings were due to fine molecular changes in 
t he brain caused by such trauma as a shell explosion nearby . 
Hov1ever , such author i ties in time concluded that these neurotic 
symp toms were pui•ely a physical expression of certain psychol-
ogical attitudes . 
This v1ri ter has previously raised the possibility that the 
data , as available f or this study, mi ght be too far removed from 
the dat e of discharge to be useful. However, the following 
co!n.ment of Weiss and English60 may indicate t hat t l'lis discrep -
ancy is not the mos t vital factor: 
.59 . Otto Kant, M.D., 11 Types of Psychia t l"i c Casualty in the 
Armed Forces", Mental Hygiene, 29:6.56, October, 194.5. 
60 v d d · 1'" • • · .I!J war delss, Ivi .D. and o. Spurgeon En glish, M. D., 
2£.• c it ., P • .52~- · 
I 
I 
I 
During the last war 90 per cent of t h e acute war 
neuroses were undiagnosed and untreated. By the 
time the soldiers v1ere discharf!~ ed the ne1.1.roses 
were hardened and consolidated -: 
In view of the above statement, and the very marked 
similarity of symptoms noted for both of these groups at the 
time of their respective separations from service, the question 
arises as to the relative amounts of treatment both of a psy-
chotherapeutic and pure l y medical nature re ceived by them at 
the conclusion of service. 
The very definite time lag a."11ong the World ·war II veterans 
in seeking psychiatric treatment whi ch actually was available, 
has already been demonstrated. The words of Sal mon61 Yiri tten 
in 1922, are a cormnentary upon the availability of treatment 
in the post-World War I period: 
It is too late to bring t h e advantages of early 
reco gnition and intensive t r eatment to many of 
the men s1..1.fferine; from these disorders who 
applied during the early par·t of the three y efi_rs 
just closed and found no facilities available. 
The vrrong kind of handl ing of the neurotic, well-meaning 
pePhaps , but uninformed, may sometime s have as detrimental an 
effect upon his condition as no treatment at all. Hov1 ever, in 
some instances, the opportunity to unburden oneself to someone 
who is intere sted and appears to be understanding, may , in 
itself, b0 therapeutic, although the listener may have little 
training 'Ni th psychiatric content. 
61. Thomas VJ. Salmon, M.D., 11 Some Problems of Ex-Service 
ll'len Three Years After the Armistice", Mental Hygiene, 6:7, 
January, 1922. 
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An attempt was made by the wri teJ' to compare the l~ind of 
medic a l cape and tre a tment received from the Veterans Adminis -
tration by the World War II veteran p r i or to his initial intake 
at the Clinic , ( .1.. • a ulme lag of 4o . 8 months on the average) vr i th 
the e xperiences of the World War I veterans dur ing the period 
ending forty-one months after their d ischarges from . service. 
No not eworthy differences v1ere discovered , excep t p ossibly 
in t he amount of out-patient treatment received by some individ 
ual p atients . Five of these World War I patients attended the 
Out - Pati ent Department of the Veterans Administration for an 
undetermined number of times during this forty-one month period 
subsequent to discharge, a notatj_on appearing in the recox•ds to 
the effect only tha t they had gone. Ten other World War I 
veterans attended an out-patient clinic an average of ei[;ht 
times each during the period--one of these be ing seen at a 
non-Veterans Administration establishment . Two of the se 
patients are noted to have received "Psych oth erapy" seven t ir.1e s 
in a period of seven months, but there is no further elaborati >r 
oi' just what this treatment pro gram consisted. That many of 
these were being erroneously treated f or flmctional compJ.aints 
by physic al means is accentuated by the c ase seen three times 
for a stoma ch complaint which subsequently was d iagnos ed after 
a m .. unber o f months as 11neurasthenia 11 • 
Of the twenty-thi•ee Wor ld War II v e t erans on whom such 
information was available, only seven a ppear to hav e been seen 
on a treatment bas i s re gularly at the Out-Patient Department, 
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although sixteen of these individuals were OI'i e;inally refer red 
to the Clinic from that department. This may indicate a greate 
diagnostic awareness of the functional nature of these 
at p resent, or it may merely mean that these veterans v.rere 
securing the sa.me kind of treatment, but from sources outside 
the Veter2~s Administration. ~Le n~rraber of individuals visit 
private physicians on a regularly plruLned basis as far as can be 
determined, v;as about the same for both groups --twelve for the 
Vforld Ylar II veterans and thirteen for the World War I veterans. 
An equal n~unber of neuropsychiatric examinations for 
' adjudication p UI'poses , (examinations which do include a physic 
checlro.p as well as discussion with a neuropsychiatric examiner) , 
or thirty-five, seems to have been given the two groups during 
this similar time interval. ~Le World War I veterans, however, 
had t wice as many , thirty-five as opposed to seventeen, physic 
examinations during the p eriod. The n~unber o~ 
both for treatment and observation purposes is similar, altho 
the vrPiter has not attempted to compare relative length of 
hospital stay in any way . Foupteen of the World War II veter 
and ten of the V/opld War I veterans were hospitalized for purel 
physical reasons , such as diagnostic studies and operative 
procedures. Six World Viar II veterans entered hospitals for 
emotional disorders OI' for observation f o r an emotional condi-
tion in accordance with pens ion review boapd recomrnenda tions; 
eleven Vior ld vVar I veterans did likewise. 
On t h e basis of the evidence t h us far ppesented , it would 
Jl 
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.I seem tha t the s ;y1nptoms of these groups of nen were essentially 
I 
quite simila:e at the time of discharge from service as was the 
amo1.:mt ( quantitatively speaking i n terms of clinic and other 
visits) of medical treatment they s oug,h.t and l"'eceived during 
the fiT•st forty -one months subsequent to discharge. It ·wo1.1ld 
seem that the differences, if any, which one s ees today betvfeen 
their comp l a ints a.11.d sylllptoms are a function in many respects 
of v,rha t h app ened to each of them at the conclusion of this 
forty-one month period. 
This is t h e point a t which the World War II veteran 
a r rived at the Clinic. What of the World War I veteran who did 
not a:i.."rive at the Clinic for some twenty-seven years later? 
In many c a ses we c an only specula te as t o VIhat did happen 
to t hese r,len du:;..., in,s that long period, al thougl'l vre do have infor-
mat ion as to the type of medical c are vrhi ch they may have 
I 
re ceived through the Veterans Administration. List ed below as 
1 an illustration of what mi ght have been the experience of some 
of these men is a tabulation of one man's contact with the 
Veteran's Admin is tration prior to coming to t h e Clinic: 
Case A - A World Wa r I Veteran 
This is the case of a fifty - eight year old man , 
vr idowed at the time of initial intal{e, and re-
tir ed from the steady job whi ch he had held 
both pT•ior to and subsequent to service • 
• 
' A veteran of twenty months service in the army, 
he d id not app ly f o r disability compensation 
until fifteen months after his separation. At 
that time h is claim for comp ensation was for 
VIhat he terr.1ed merely 11 diseasen vv-hich he f elt 
h ad _ ... ad its onset t wo years before while h e 
was still in the service. His I' e cord j_ndic a tes 
treatment while in the service for influenza 
contracted in the line of duty~ but for no 
other illnes ses or comp l a ints. 'r'nis patient 
Yras discharged from service a:ppapently in i ~ --------g-oo_d __ h_e_a._l _ t_-h_._ -·------------- --------·---~~ 
Medical Care Received Diagnosis 
Pension 
Changes if any 
-----------------------------------·---------------------------- ---------
Physic al Examination 
Sp inaJ. Puncture 
Neur opsychiatric Exam 
Neuropsychiatric Exam 
Heu :!."'Opsychiatric Exam 
Sixteen Month s After Service 
Hone Compensat i on 
Denied 
Three YeaPs, Four Months Late r 
Five Years, Four Months Later 
":Mild Ft.m.c tional 
Nervous Disorder" 
Seven Years Later 
11 Anxiety Neurosis" 
Ei~1t Years Later 
Av~arded 10 p er 
cent 
Increased to 
25 per cent 
11 Anxiety Neurosisn Incre ased to 
39 per cent 
Ei0:1t Years, Two Months Later 
Out-patient Visit 
Med icine Refilled 
Out - pati ent Visit 
Dental Work 
Chest X- ray 
"Neurasthenia 11 
Ei .«:ht Years, Thi'ee Months Later 
!I Al1.xi e t y Neur osis !I 
Ei rnt Years, eleven Months Later 
. ~ 
(Continuation of Illustration) 
Medic a l Car e Received 
Neuropsychiatric Exmn 
Neuropsychiatr-·ic Exam 
Diagnosis 
Pension 
Changes if any 
:Nine Years, Four Ivlonths Later 
''Anxiety Neurosis '' Remained SBJne 
Ten Years, Nine Months Later 
uNeuras theniarr Same 
~velve Ye~~2n~_J.Jont~ Later 
Neuropsy chiat:t ... ic Exam npsychoneurosis 
Moderate 
Srune 
Thirteen Years , Si x lVIonths Later 
Gall Bladder X- ray 
Sixteen Years , Three Months Later 
Service-connec-
tion denied 
through chan ge 
in ruling 
Sixteen Years, Ei ght Months Later 
Servic e-connec -
tion restored 
in amount of 
39 p er c ent 
after appeal 
Seventeen Years, Four Months Later 
Neur opsychia tric :Sxam "Anxiety Neu1 ... osis " Sa.:rne 
Twenty-one Years, Ten Month s Later 
Neuropsychiatric Exam 11 Psychoneurosisn Same 
~venty-nine Years Later 
Neur opsychiatric Exam uPsychoneUI'O sis 11 Same 
(Continuation of Illustration) 
Medical Car e Received Diagnosis 
Pension 
Chang es if any 
Twenty-nine Years, Seven Nonths Later 
Initial intal~e at 
r.1ental Hygiene Unit 
In addition to the above this veteran \Vas 
seen between the years 1926 and l9L!-4 at 
the Out-Patient Department for a total of 
206 visits durinr; which he T'e c eived infra-
red treatments, liniment , massage , and 
various types of :medication . He also had 
been seen on occ as ion by a private physician. 
The literatur e on the subject stresses the impor tance of' 
prompt and early t 1~ eatment for the neurotic if his symptoms 
are not to become so firmly rooted that they serve henceforth 
as his defense a gainst the world . 
Grinker a..nd Spiege162 offer a somewhat modified view: 
Some patients become fixed in their neuroses 
QUite early in their course. Time is not 
always the significant factor, although it 
is usually i mp or t ant. Severe conflict over 
hostility is indicative of a chronic neurosis. 
Tha t is vrhy wri tePs v1ho have experiencG vli th 
old c a ses from the last war cornment so fre-
quently on their p2.tient 1 s uncons c ious 
62 . rt.oy R. Grinker, Ivl . D. and John Spiegel , M. D., .2E.• cit. 
p . 73 . 
8Lr ,-
hostiliti e s mani fes t ed by irascibility, 
violent swings of mood, fu.gue -lilce ra8es , 
and ev en convulsions . It s eems as if we 
should be a b l e to deterndne, even in the 
early stae::es of the war n euros e s, vrhich 
c ase s will be nchroni c n and resistant to 
t r eat ment. 
Tne present v1r i ter has stl1diec1 the s y mp toins of these 
fif t y vetePans both at Clinic i ntolce and service clis charc;e or 
earliest p ension re que s t to de"Cermine uhethor thes e are essen-
ti a lly the s ane , similar , Ol' different at intake .f!'Om what they 
we r e at dis charge . 
Trio ob v ious difficulties a:ee those of v al"'ying tsrminolo gy 
and p oo r or sc anty p ocording . In completin g thi s anal ysis the 
wr iter las proc eeded on t h e assu..mp tion the_-i:; by chance poor 
:;."'eco_·dinr; is as likely to have affected one Pc_"t.,i ent 1 s reco:;.-.ds 
as anothe r ' s , .::..lthou~h the sa."lp l o s used are relativ e l y smal l 
one s . 
In Table ~ "~GI I belo'a , are compared t he re l ative p rofusion 
of s yT!lp toms as e: pr e s s ed by these ~'atients , i . e ., Y!hether or 
not t _'lesc s -r,1p toms , re gardless of exac ·0 type , he.ve incl"'eased 
in numb e r over the years. In other words, d o those pati ents 
a ppear !ilore Ol"' l ess hypochondri a chal a:fte: havi n 3 lived '.'lith 
their syt l:r_Jton s fo:c· a l ong p er iod of t ime and h a v inG recounted 
them innumerable t imes? I n some c ases , it is felt , the fact 
the p at i ent p!'esonts n o ::." e OI' fe,Nel" sy-mp toms may indicate a l a ck 
of c rys tallization of syndrome, a l)Os sibili ty that symptoms are 
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not irreversible, vvhich may be therapeuticall y promi s ing . On 
the other hand , alterations of this t ype may indicate merely the 
11 gi ving up 11 of one symptom while it is replaced by one 0 1~ more 
o thers , t h e essential conflict remaining t h e srune. 
TABLE XXIII 
RELATIVE I NCREASE OR DECHEASE I N lTUIVIBER OF SYMPTO l'llS 
EXPRESSED BY WORLD WAR I VETE~ANS AND lfiORLD VIAP.. II 
VETERANS AT INTAKE AS CO MPARED riiTH DI SCHARGE 
Chang e of Symp toms 
in N1..1.mber 
Incr ease of K I! I! 
II II ' 3 
II II 2 
II II 1 
No Change 
Minu s 1 
II 2 
II ~ II 
\IVorld War I 
Number of Patient s 
(24) 
1 
1 
q 
LL 
5 
3 
0 
1 
1 
0 
World War II 
Number of Pat i ent s (23) 
3 
0 
1 
L!. 
2 
6 
L~ 
2 
0 
1 
T'nis tabulation indic a tes tha t m.ore of t h e Wor ld War I 
veterans , an average of thirty years after discharge, are 
eA~ressing an increas e in the nwnber of their symptoms t h an are 
the Wor l d 1fvar II veterans , an average of f opty-one mon ths after 
discharge. According to the table twenty of t h e twenty- f our 
World War I pati ents have inc1~eased thei r nwnber of symp toms by 
at least one, whereas only t en of the t wenty - three Wor ld War II 
veterans indicate a chan ge of this nature. Thirt een of the 
t wenty-thr ee younger men either show no increas e in t he nLJJnber 
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11 o·r svmptoms ex~oress ed II - v - - or show a definite de c rease in these . In 
· some of those cases in whi ch grea te J." profusion of sy.rnptoms d oes 
occur, it appeal" S that actually the veteran is now expressing 
the same S)T1ptmns in a moT'e elabol"' ate vmy , e . g . one World War I · 
veter2..1.1 who complained of 11 irri tabili ty" at discharge, at the 
time of initial Clinic intak e said that he was "ir ritable; very 
grulilpy ; blows up at peop l e . 11 The writer realizes that be c ause 
jor the differences · in time lapse between these two groups the 
II 
I information cont a ined in Table L'XIII is not reall~r parallel, 
but it may be suggestive of the kinds of changes which rttay be 
I 
anticip ated a.."'TI.ong the World War II group with the passage of 
time . 
Tl1.e data wa s also analyzed individual by individual to 
determine whether the S"J'1nptoms appear in this instance to be the 
srune , similal" , or different at Cl i nic intake as at discharg e . 
The results in this instance a ppear as above , somewha t 
inconclusive . 
Among t h e Vlo i'ld Vfar I v e t erans studied, one man, recently 
' discharged from a mental institution, mentioned no complaints or 
problems at intake for fear that h e would be considered inc ora-
p etent if he d id . Therefore the reco ~rds of only twenty-fou~ .. 
World War I veterans were available for this portion of the 
study , as vrere those of only twenty- three World War II veterans . 
Table XXIV below g ives a comp arativ e p i c ture of the nmnber of 
c ases in Y.rhich , in the v1riter ' s vievl , the symptoms as g iven 
dl.n.,ing the two periods were the same, although expi'essed soi:1e-
-- ~-------= 
what differenGLy;different; or similar . 
I 
Below also are illustra-1 
I 
tions of situations falling within the various categories which \ 
d em.onstr c. te t he mode of selectj_on emp loyed by the writer . 
TABLE XXIV 
CO MPARI SON OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFF:l~RENCES IN THE 
EXPRE;.)SED SYi\1PrrOl!lS OF TVVENTY- THREm WORLD WAR II .AND 
TWEN'Y.f- FOUR WORLD ·wAR. I VETE RANS F ROM DATE OF DISCHARGE 
TO FIRST CLINIC INTAKE 
Syrnp tom Similarities 
\iYorld War II ( 23) 
Numb er of Patients 
World War I ( 2L~ ) 
N~~ber of Patients 
At least t the sarne II II II ll r 
II ll 3 11 II 
fl II 2 II II 
II if 1 ll II 
Confip.1.r•a tion similar 
No similarities 
---- --- - -· 
1 
3 
5 
13 
20 
on who l e 1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
5 15 
0 
8 
.Among the Wor ld War I veterans no greater tha...n. two sepai'ate 
s :y-mp toms were found to be the same thirty years after discharg e, 
but this result is c onditioned by the f a ct that in four cases 
only one sy.rnptom had been noted at discharge . Th.at these 
veterans act1.1ally had but one symptom at tha t time is h i gb.ly 
improbable. The fact that fifteen of the twenty-four Wol"ld War 
I veterans exp :t•essed at least one symp tom which is the same 
afte r the lapse of thirty years may indicate that there has been 
fo r this group the fixation of at least one symptom thr ough all 
the changes whi ch a lifetime may bring . 
It might be anticipated that the 1Norld War II veterans , so 
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much closer to their service experience, would give a great 
· of the same complaints as they had earlier. ~venty of these 
do mention at least one symptom which is the s ame as at dis-
charg e; thirteen mention at least two. The question, h owever, 
remains as to the amount of crystallization of these symp toms. 
Has the lapse of forty-one months accomp lished a de gree of 
da111ag e v:hich a lapse of thirty years ha s only made more maPked? 
Illustrative of' cases in which t here a pp ears to be a much 
greate r p rofusion of s·ymptoms at intak e than previously are 
Case B ru1d Case C below: 
Case B - A World War I Veteran 
- --·-·------------------------· 
At Discharge 
''Nervousness 11 
At Intake 
Increasing nervousness; 
increasingly upset; loses 
temper unnecessarily; 
shaky; ttnervous ttindiges-
tion"; sleeps poorly. 
Case C - A World War II Veteran 
At Discharge 
Deformity of arm 
acquired in the 
service; no neuro-
psychiatric complaints 
noted. 
At Intake 
Partial use of arm only; 
nervous; upset; tense; 
arms and leg s tighten up; 
terrific headaches. 
The increased number of complaints in Case C seems to 
demonstrate a g radual disruption in this veteran's emotional 
balance as a result of the deformity he acquired in service and 
which he now feels i nterferes markedly with his perfo~nance in 
many areas of life. 
Cases D and E below are illustrative of the t yp e of 
situations in which symptoms appeared almost entirely different 
at the t wo p oints of study. 
Case D - A World War I Veteran 
At Discharg e 
Pain left side; pain 
through bacl{ and arm; 
complete e~~austion 
after 3 or 4 hours. 
At Intake 
11 Acute anxiety" attack s 
which fri ghten him; fear 
of need for hospitalization; 
spells of unconsciousness; 
fear of 11melancholia 11 ; 
discouragement; lack of 
ambition. 
Case E - A World War II Veteran 
At Discharge 
Pain in testicles; 
poor sleep; palpita-
tion; tinnitus; 
perceptive deafness. 
At Intake 
Persistent Diarrhea 
In both Cases D and E, it appears that these new s ymptoms 
c an be traced to certain events in the patient' s recent pastvdth 
which the man has had diff iculty in cop ing. In Case D, it is a 
family situation which seems to be getting progressively "irorse; 
in Case E , it is the veteran's marriage. However, a lthough the 
presenting symptoms are different in both instances, the actual 
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underlying conflicts, · as reflected in these symptoms, seem quite 
. unchanged. 
Case F below illustrates for one World Vvar II veteran how 
a s i milarly psychoneur otic picture can be achieved although the 
symptom c omplex alters externally to a larg e degree. 
Case F - A Wo r ld War II Veteran 
- -···----- -- - ----- --
At Discharg e At Intal~:e 
----------
Pro gressive nervousness; 
dizzy spells; weak feel-
ing in stoma ch; fear of 
getting burned . 
Feeling of tightness in 
chest ; p ain in the pre-
cordial-region; worri ed 
about heart ; cons tant 
fatigue; lack of pep . 
Although the results of comparisons thus far appear 
inconclusive, one striking result has been observed by the 
writer . T'Dere s eem to be certain kinds of s ymptoms which , once 
present , are more likel y to persi st t han are others. Table "JCXV 
below i llustrates this. The detailed presentation by Wars 
points up further some of the a c tual differences in symptoms 
presented by the t wo groups. 
It vmuld be expected that certain conditions in which t here 
are or ':::~ anic findings and che.nges mi ght be more likely t o pePsist 
although. eventually, with treatment, they might be much i mp r oved 
o r a c tually relieved. Included in this g r ouping are such 
conditions as epilepsy, enceph alitis, actual bronchial condi-
tions, physical d e f o rmities, endocrine disturbances, prostatitis 
etc. Repetitive dreams and a severe star tle reaction may persis 
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TABLE LV:.V 
STI•iPTOlfS rmiCH HAVE REMJ\IN:2:D UNCHANG:2::D F::lOM DATE 
OF DISCHARGE TO FIRST CLINIC CONTACT DISTRI BUTED BY i"JARS 
=-=-=-=========- -
Number of Instances Mentioned Total 
Typ e of Symptom Both at Discharge and Fre quency 
~---Initial Intake 
Wor ld War I World War II 
Sleeping Di fficult i es 
ndon ' t sleep well 11 • 
- !I 
n i nsomni a 11 ; 11 awake 
all night 11 • 
\
Epilep sy or ep ilepti-
form convulsions 
Chronic f atigue 
11 effort syndrome 11 
11poor exerc ise tolerance ll 
He adache s 
Nervousness 
11 nervous conditionn 
Backach es and pains 
Ear a ches &~d throbbing 
Abdominal p a ins 
Irritability 
IAnoPexia , nt r ouble eating 11 
Pains in arms and/or legs 
\Ep i gastric pain 
jEncephalitis 
Bronchitis 
Excessive perspiration 
(24) (23) 
3 1 
5 1 
1 3 
2 8 
1 2 
1 2 
0 2 
1 1 
0 3 
0 2 
2 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
4 
6 
10 
~ 
..-' 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
---- - --
TABLE XXV (Continued) 
SYMPTOMS Vr-d iCH HAVE REMAINED UlfCHAl\fGED FROM DATE 
OF DISCHARGE TO FIRS T CLINIC CONTACT DISTHIBUTED BY WARS 
Type of Symptom 
Poor memory 
Tremulousness 
Depression 
Loss of sense of smell 
Impotency 
Number of Instances Mentioned 
Both at Discharge and 
Initial Intake 
World War I World War II 
(24) (23) 
1 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
Functional cardiac symptoms 0 1 
Skin rash 0 1 
"Sleep paralysis 11 0 1 
Repetitive dreams 0 1 
Startle reaction 0 1 
rp • 
_enslon 0 1 
!Compulsive habits 0 1 
IHAm()rrhages 0 1 
Prostatitis 0 1 
Acquired arm deformity 0 1 
Atrophy of sexual organs 0 1 
Total 
Frequency 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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some time after their onset also when there is little opportu-
nity for "working it through" to relieve the inner pressure 
vvhich develops. 
However , certain functional symptoms seem to show in this 
group the greatest amount of tenacity. These include : head-
aches , sleeping difficulties, chronic fatigue, and weakri.ess , 
irr itability, backaches and pains, and generalized nervousness. 
T'nese same symptoms are among those occurring most frequently 
also at the time of sep aration from service of both World War I 
and \ijorld War II veterans. 
Grinker and Spiegel have noted the following during their 
eA~eriences in the Tunisian Campaign: 
One is struck by the v ariation in t~rp es of cases 
at different hosp itals within the chain of our 
evacuation s y st em. 'Mere distance from the combat 
zone decreases the quantity o f visible anxiety 
so t ha t patients in a base hospital far to the 
rear a ppear c alm and composed . That the under-
lying proce ss often remains unchanged is evi-
denced by the anxiety exposed by psycholo gical 
probing ~nd by interviews wi th the patient under 
the influence of p entothal.b3 
The Wo:;:>ld War I veteran is a great deal fur ther I'emoved 
from hi s wa r experiences than is t he ·world War II veteran; one 
mi ght therefor e expect him to be far less sup erficially anxious 
t h an the latter although confronted b y new anxiety-provoking 
.. ~. 
situations c r eated by his changing personal, social, and 
economic environment. An examination of the results would point 
to this possibility, but on the whole the writer's findings are 
inco.nclusive. 
Tables X:XVI and L"'<:VII below illustrate the types of symp -
toms presented at fi r st intake by both World War I and World W 
II veterans. 
Tb.e most frequently appearing symptoms of the w·orld rlar I 
veterans at intake are: 
,. 
Sleeping difficulties (includ ing insomnia); 
headaches; pai.ns of all typ es including those 
of the abdomen, back, arms, and legs; general-
ized nervousness; e p ileptic or epileptiform 
seizures; tension; irritability; ease -of upset; 
fatigue; and various cardiac symptoms. 
In comparing this listing vli th those s:ymptoms most frequ 
ly mentioned at discharge, we find nRlCh greater frequency of 
tension, i rritability, a:.rJ.d ease of upset than one migb.t exp ect 
a t this p o int. Var ious breatlnngand respiratory difficulties 
are not so prominent, but cardiac manifestations appeal" to have 
usurp ed their position. The a g e of these men might account in 
some measur e for this, since during nmnerous physical e x runina-
tions at one time o r a nother , the idea of a cardiac condition 
may have been implanted in thei r minds . Many pat ients in this 
age group i ng are, of course , apt to suffer from some type of 
heart d isease, but this does not seem to have been the case in 
those making the complaints here. Cardiac s~nptoms ma y be a 
way of expressing t he fem""' of death 1irhich weigb.s heavily upon 
many of these olde r men. One of the Wo r ld War II gpoup mentions 
that he, too, is wo ::eried about his heart. The fea l'"' of need for 
hospitalization a.n.d of "melancholia" e xpress ed by one of the 
World War I group seems to definitely illu strate the fear of 
going "nuts 11 referred to earlier. Comp laints of 11 discouragement1 
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TABLES XXVI 
SYI.iPTO HS --,:A.P~SSED BY TWENTY- FIV£: ViORLD '/JAR I 
VETEHAW3 A'r INITL L IHT1Jill 
-------- - ----- - -------- ----- ----·- --------
--- ---- - - ---------·---------- ---- -------------
Symp t oa s Fre quency 
-------------·-·-------- - ---- -----·--·- -------------
Ac tue anxiety attacl-:s 
Spells of unconsciousness 
Diz zy s p e lls 
Headaches , 11 p:_-.. essure in head 11 
11Pains 11 -
Pains in shouldex•s and arms 
Bacl pains 
Abdominal nains 
11 Arthritis. in shoulders 11 
Sleepine; difficulti e s , "inso:nL'l.ia" , n sleeps poorly 11 
Tension 
Seizure s 
Eye st r ain 
I r ritability , !!Flie s off handle e asily 11 
" Easily upset 11 
11 NePves 11 , nervousness 
" Sha lr'j feelinc; n , shak ing spells 
Exc essive p ersp iration, " c o l d sweats a t nite 11 
Loss of a uuetite 
"Hex•vous ii1dir;estion 11 
Diarrhea 
Constin a tion 
"Gastritis and nervousnes s rr 
Flatulence 
Bitt e r t a ste in mouth 
Discourar.ement 
Lack of runbi tion 
Fati r,ue , 11 e.xhav.st ion by extended effo r t 11 
Res tle ssn es s 
Dep r ession 
Constant itch 
Loneliness 
C~rdi ac s;_,mptom.s , rrheart murmur 11 , 11 smothering 
arol)_nd heart" , 11weak f ee line; around heart" 
11 Cho1 ed Up Vlh en u p set" 
Tic 
rruo p ati ence" 
Inability t o conc entra te, 11 Can 1 t read 11 
Discomfort in c r owds 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
10 
~-
1 
") 
_.) 
l-
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
]_ 
1 
1 
3 
2 
l 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
• 
TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
SYl lPTOI'!IS EXPHESSED BY TWENTY-FIVE \iVORLD WAR I 
VETERANS AT INITIAL INTAKE 
Symptoms 
·- - -----------
Tremors--knees and hands 
lh.unbne ss of f ingers and hands and/ox> legs 
\:Veakness in shins 
Stiffness and f lopp ing of legs in wal k i ng 
Difficulty in talkins 
Difficulty s ee ing in dark 
!!Double vi s ion!! 
Loss of sensation in left leg 
Left l eg semi - paraly zed 
Foot jur1p s at ni~~t 
Foot swells during day 
nurethral str icture 1i 
.A.rr..ne sia attacks 
Feelinp, s of inadequacy, lack of confidence 
Crm~p s i n arms or legs 
Need to avoid responsibility 
Fe ar of arguments 
Fear of need f or hospitalization 
Fear of 11melanc.holia1' 
Fear of falling 
No complaints (?) 
Frequency 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE XXVII 
SYMPTOMS EXPRESSED BY TWENTY-FIVB vVORLD WAR II 
VET:~RANS AT INITIAL INTAKE 
______ , _________ ----------- ·--------
Headache s 
Bac~;:ache s and pains 
Ear a ches , 11his sing noise in ear 11 
S tomach pains and complaints, 11 stomach trouble 11 , 
"burnin g in stomach'', etc . 
Burp inc; 
Pains in ches t 
Pains in joints of arms and leg s 
Ach es all over when awakens 
11Dysentery 11 , 11Diarrhea 11 
Frequency 
13. 
3 
2 
6 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
I:;.~r i t abili ty , "very gr1.:unpy 11 , 11 blows up at p eop le n 12 
Sl eeping difficulties, llinsonmia 11 , difficulty 
falling asle.ep 
Feels 11 f r ozen in sleen " about once pe r month 
Fatigue, 11 t ires easily" 
flakes at nite groaning in sleep 
Tenseness 
Weicht loss 
.AnoPexia 
3xcessive perspiration 
Dizzy s p ells 
"Blank s out 11 
Sev e r e constipation 
Nausea 
Vomiti!lg , "unable to hold anythine; on stomachn 
Gets 11 dry heaves" 
Nervousne ss 
"Nervous and jurnpy when alone 11 
11 J"tu:a.p i ne s s 11 
Startle r eac tion 
Feeling s of weav~es s 
Skin re.sh 
Feels like collapsing 
Can 't s wallow 
Can't concentrate 
noccas ional stuttering" , " speech difficultyll 
Severe nose bleeds 
Nose block ed up 
Seclu sive, i'dis comfort in crowds H 
8 
1 
7 
l 
~ 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
L~ 
l 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
SYii1PTOI'.1S EXPRESSED BY TV'mN TY- FIVE WORLD 'I:{AR II 
v-:8TERANS AT INITIAL HJTAKE 
Symptoms 
Urina ry f r equency 
Disgusted with life, unhappy, nlow and depressed 11 
Feeling s of confusion 
Compulsive traits 
11Mi nd not relaxed 11 
Excessive drin1dng 
Res tlessness 
Swellin13 of cheekbone 
Seizures 
11 Hollovr feeline; n 
Bites fingernails 
11 La ck of .feeling;s n , "cold lik e a machine 11 
Fee l in13 of something on chest 
Bad foot--skin falls off 
Loss of sexual activity 
Loss of taste 
Loss of s mell 
nArthritic condition" 
Inflamed thi•oa t 
Chronic p rostate trouble 
11 Wrapp ed-up inside myselfn 
Up set 
Lack s ambi tion, "energy 11 , or t:pep" 
Mus cle s arms and leg s ti gl1. ten up 
Feeling of tightness in chest 
Ti crhtness so marked coul d sc r eam 
"Ti1ing s p ile u p and never release 11 
Indic;es tion 
Battl e dreams 
Sinus trouble at inappropriate moments 
Fear of dark 
Fear of noises 
Worr i ed about heart 
Frequency 
2 
3 
2 
l 
l 
l 
3 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
l 
l 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
3 
1 
1 
l 
1 
... J_ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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11 depress ion" , and 11 loneliness 11 are more prominent in the older 
group than the younge r . 
T'ne most f r e qu entl y appearin g symptoms . of the World War II 
v e t erans a t initial intake are as follows: 
Headaches; i rritability; sleeping diff iculties; 
gastrointestinal complaints ; anorexia; fati gue; 
tenseness; nervousness; backache s and other 
assorted pains; restlessness; general uJli1app iness, 
dis gust, and lacl:: of ambition . 
T'nese do not as a group , except for the relative absence of 
c ardiac symp toms and seizures, differ markedl y from t ho symptoms 
presented by the Wor ld War I veterans. In comparine; this list-
ing vri th t h e s;,nnp toms most fre quently encountered at service 
discharge, one learnsthat complaints of dizziness are le ss 
common whereas restlessness, un.happiness, lack of ambition , and 
lack of p ep ar•e more promin ent. Accounting in some measure for 
!this phenomenon may be the fact that at t he time of service 
dischar[_';e many experienced what has been te rmed 11 discharge 
fever" . T'ney felt tha t everythin g would b e 11 swell 11 v:rhen t hey 
retu:0ned h ome , and t hat the va r ious complaints and symptoms with 
'Nhich they had been plagued would disappear in s ome magical way 
at tha t t i me. In such cases, any effort on the part of the 
military to direc t t h em to co:mmun:lty r eso1J.rces for treatment 
p rob ably was largely wasted. It is only gradually, with the 
p ass a ge of time, as t h ey h ave h ad to learn new skills, make n ew 
adjustments, a.nd face new crises, that they have come to realize 
tha t per hap s everythin g ha s not lived up to their expectations . 
Very often then, they are unhappy , confused, and somewhat 
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II anxious when they arrive at the Clinic, just as a r e many of' the 
~ Wo rld War I veterans. II 
I 
A patient's motivation for coming to Clinic is an important ~ 
criterion u sed in gauging future treatability. Table XXVIII 
below illustr ates con~aratively the k inds of reasons given by 
I World iHar I and World War II veteran.s at the point of arriva l 
II a t the Clinic. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF MOTIVATION FOR TREATMENT OF TVfEIJTY-
FI VE WORLD 'ilAR I AND TvVENTY-FI Vl.J; WORLD WAR II VET3RANS 
1-
World \ivar I World War II 
Reason for Coming :Number of Patients Number of Patients Totals 
Medication and/or 17 3 20 
other treatment 
for phy sical 
condition 
Physical checlrup 2 6 8 
(X-rays, etc.) 
Request for outside 1 1 
authorization 
Medication plus some 1 1 
other k ind of help 
Bec ause r ef' erred 2 2 4 
Vocational advice 2 2 
Fear may need hospital- 1 1 
ization 
! Some fo rm of psyc~iatric 3 10 13 
treatment, e. g . 11 Wants 
!he l p and advice to stop 
I feeling t h is way11 ~-.~~ Total: 25 25 50 
I 
I 
10 1 
1\ 
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!ability to participate in psychiatric treatment prevails among 
Jj the younger men of the study. The reasons for this are various 
l and may include prior experience with such treatment in service; 
a growing acceptance on the part of the lay public of psychiatr 
and perhaps a greater degree of personal rlexibility in general 
on their part. Experience does demonstrate that very often 
individuals who come seeking only medication the first time do 
retur n at some later date better p rep ared :for psychotherapy, 
and fully convinced that medication is not the ansvrer. 
Four of these World War II veterans who initially came 
r e questing medication and checkups did return a gain. The n ota-
tions of the therapist in three of these situations are regis-
tered 'below: 
He (the patient ) has come to accept the 
psycholo gical approach to his problems . 
The patient hesitated a long time to take 
psychiatric help but finally decided this 
is the thing to do. 
He (the patient) feels nervous, jumpy, and 
would lik e some other treatment besides 
medicine. He was somewhat hesitant about 
coming for psychiatric treatment because 
of the label of being nnuts 11 if he went 
to a psychiatrist . 
Some of the Wor ld War I veterans of this study, as indica-
ted by Table XA'VIII, did desire some type of help other than 
medic a tion. One of these assigned to a casewor ker at the time 
of initial intake, appeared to the intake p s y chiatrist like 
this: 
Patient doesn't want to rely on medicines. He 
focusses his ills on wife 's death. Before that 
time although nervous he could at least manage 
to work and get by. Question as to whether 
therapy·· ·c an be of much lasting benefit to thi s 
man of 65. 11 
'Norded t hus is a question often raised by those vYorkinp; 
with the older World War I veteran, just as it is perhaps like-
wise raised by those treating older patients in community 
psychiatric clinics. How much modification of behavioT' is 
p ossible and should this be one 1 s goal? 
Another World Vifar I patient of the group under considera-
tion 1vas transferred to a c a seworl{er after six months of 
dispensary treatment . The intal{e ps ychiatrist stated of him : 
Further medic a tion is not proper treatment; 
p sychotherapy is neither des irable nor 
necessary; some support is desirable - not 
insi&~t, but on a purely friendly non-medical, 
social level so that the patient is still in 
pePsonal contact with the VA vvithout need to 
resort to p ills. 
Tl1e r emainder of t h is chapter will be devoted to a compax> -
ativ e analysis of the d ifficultie s presented by these t wo groups 
of veterans at intake •n i th four c a s e illustrations as noted in 
Chap ter I. 
As a rule, marriage calls foP a certain maturity of judg-
ment, ability to share and to t ake responsibility. 1-lla.n.y of 
these patients doubt their adequacy and potency ; t hey feel 
inferior; and are struggling with unconscious dependency n eeds 
which cripple theh ... c apacity for expressing love in an adult 
fashion. Therefore, one mi ght well exp ect that the marital 
status of thes e veterans will bear directly upon the kinds of 
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problems 1Yhich they p Pesent to the intake workers . Tables .:X::XIX 
a nd XXX compare the t yp es of problems presented by these men in 
accordance with their marital status. 
As noted earlier problems have been divided into the 
followine; a reas: 
Sexual difficulties; marital difficulties 
(denoting inter-personal difficulties within 
the marr iage situation other t h an specifically 
sexual relationships); parental and/or family 
difficulties; occupational difficulties; 
difficulties with people (refer ring to social 
relationships outside the home ); legal diffi-
culties, e . g . arrests; housing difficulties; 
and school problems. 
Religious difficulties, if any , have not been analyzed as 
the records studied contain little infO I'mation concerninD' this 
'-.) 
asp ect of the veteran's adjustment. For purposes of tabulation, 
classification of these problems has been by careful notat ion of 
the problems which the patient himself saw and expressed during 
t he inta.l{e interview--not the problem as viewed by the therapist 
or as it occur red to the writer . For example, one young man 
conu:tented that he lived alone. A variety of problems a nd 
difficulties m..ay as a result be suspe cted; however, since t h is 
was sta ted by t he p atient as a fact and not as a sour ce of 
conc ern, it was not tabulated in any way . Dur ing the course of' 
therapy , if this actually does constitute a p roblem, it is 
1 certain t o be enlarg ed upon . 
In evaluating the tabulation of p roblems foi, the World War 
II veterans of this study, one should note that five of these 
men made no mention of pi,oblems , or troublesome situations of' 
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any kind v.Jhich might be classified as such. One of these World 
Viar II veterans verbalized his lack of problems in this manner: 
j "Except fo r my concli tion, I am happy . 11 
I 
TABLE XXIX 
KINDS OF PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY WORLD WAR. II VETERANS 
CLASSIFIED BY l!lARITAL STATUS AT IWrAKE 
Freguenc;r with whi9__h___F.roblem is mentioned 
-
Marital With Occupa- Hous-
Status Sexual Marital Family People tional School Legal ing 
-
Married (14_) 9 1 4 8 2 1 
Single (10) 4 3 5 4 2 1 1 
Divorced (1) 1 1 
-- -- --- - -- - - -
5 a 4- 9 12 3 3 2 / 
Four o~ the single men as well as the one divorced man 
alluded to problems of a specifically sexual nature. Although 
nine of the married men mentioned problems v.Jhich the writer has 
chosen to term 11marital 11 , it is her feeling that involved in 
1nany of these are certain very definite sexual maladjustments. 
That no such difficulties were mentioned by the married men may 
indicate reluctance on their part to discuss so personal a topic 
frankly this early in the Clinic contact. Some of these men may 
have entered marriage thinking of it as a 1dnd of panacea for 
many of their ills; instead, it may have reactivated some of the 
basic doubts and insecurities which they had experienced earlier 
and of ·which they were largely unaware. 
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T:.n.e single Wol"'ld War II veterans tend to mention family and 
! parental problems more frequently than do the married ones. 
This may follow from t h e fact tha t many of the younger ones are 
living within the parental home, in close every day contact with 
a family which is havine grea~ difficulty in understanding t hi s 
son who ma y seem to have al tered so much in so many ways and who 
is o f ten inclined to be tense, irritable, and seclusive. 
A total of t wenty-five problems were elicited at intak e 
fl"'om the f ourteen marrie d men, v;hile the ten single men pres en-
ted t wenty, and the one d ivorced man , two. This is an average 
o f approximately t wo major problems apiece. 
In this tabulation, occupational difficulties are noted 
only for those patients who are employ ed a nd in some way d is-
s a tisfied at work or malcing a pooi• ad justment , e.g. fre quent or 
prolong ed absenc es becaus e of theil" conditions. The majo r 
portion of those who were emp loyed, twelve in nmn.ber , n oted some 
inadequacy of ad justment at the time of intake. A comparison 
of the k inds of difficultie s presented by the se veterans and 
t hose of the Wo r ld \Var I group, in accordance with employment 
status , I'Ja.S quite inconclusive. There is some slight evidence 
to indicate tha t the unemp loyed vetePan may have a somewhat 
greater nurnber of problems than the employed vete r an, other than 
merely the fact of lack of job. It vwuld s eem that if an indi-
vidual is able to loc ate and hold a job , in sp ite of the dis com-
f o r t c aused b y his neuros i s, h e m~:cy be on the whole better able 
to meet other life situations, than i f he wex•e no t able to maire 
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I some kind of vocational adjustment . 
Certain of the problems presented within the various areas 
j· of difficulty confo1~m rougl'lly to general, recognizable, pa ttems. 
Five of the married veterans mention frequent arguments 
!·with their vrives , one becoming so annoyed on one occasion that 
he vms arrested for assaulting his wife . Two of the ma r-ried 
veterans s pecifically refer to their children and their inabil-
ity to tolerate the noise and confu~ion c reated by the presenc e 
-
of these youngsters in the home . Emotionally speakinc;, many of 
these men are still children themselves --children v1ho compete 
in an unconscious fashion with these y o1.m ger ones for the love 
and attention of the vfif'e - mother figure . These fourteen men 
h e.v e at the time of initial intake a combined total of nineteen 
children with tvw more children expected . 
The usual difficulties of these men vlith p eop le range from 
''inab ility to get along 11 with them to a dec ided retreat from 
them occ asioned in one case by embarrassment caused by his 
observable smnatic symptoms . 
~~e sexual diffi culties of' the single men revolve around 
dating and intercourse . Three of them have never had inter-
course, t\·1o as a matter of religious princip le, 8.nd these 
express little interest or satisfaction in relationships vTith 
women . The divorced man indicates very special problems as he 
belligerently states in dis cussing his marriage, 11 1'11 cut a 
man 's heart out if he tells me I ought t o get married; mine 
failed. 11 
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~~e employment difficulties of some of these young men 
have many conn11on elements. Six mention inability to work a full 
day ; tv10 hopelessly feel that the vrork they are doing is below 
their intellectual level; one dislikes his boss intensely; one 
is up set if he can't do the job in a hurry; another feels that 
he can't handle his job as fast as is expected. 
Marital 
Status 
Single 
:Married 
Widowed 
TABLE XXX 
KINDS OF PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY WORLD WAR I VETEHANS 
CLASSIFIED BY I'.iARITAL STATUS AT IlTTAlill 
Freguenc::z:: with which :2roblem is mentioned 
With 
Sexual Marital Family People Occupational Housing 
( Lt) 1 1 1 1 
-- -. 
(16) L~ 5 6 8 
(5)-l~--
_1_ 2 _2_ 
- - - --
Total: 1 4 9 9 9 5 
-:~Included in this group is one veteran classified at 
intake as 11 separated" fpom his third wife . 
-. 
Tvw of the single World War I veterans mentioned no diffi-
culties at the time of the intruce interview. One o~ the married 
veterans did likewise and was characterized by the intake psy-
chiatrist as one ·who "does not readily bi•ing out any personal 
problems. 11 
A comparison of' this tabulation with that for the World War 
II vete rans of this study shows many similarities. There are 
thirteen instances of mar·i tal and family difficulties in both 
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groups and a similar number of difficulties with people , nine 
each case. The number of difficulties of an occupational natur 
is lovrer for the World War I group, but a relativel y smaller 
proportion of these veterans are actually employed. All but 
of these who vrex•e employed at the time (twelve), expressed some 
t ype of major or minor dissatisfaction with the job held . 
As might be expected in an older group such as this, pro -
blems of a specifically sexual nature were rarely mentioned , 
although, in many cases a feeling of not being as good as they 
once were may be another way of saying , 11 I arn. no longer as 
manl y . 11 
Dissatisfaction vdth housing is mentioned by all o f the 
World 'v'lar I veterans classified as vddoweT•s. Used to the com-
forts of a home in which, in most cases, they were extremely 
i mportant, they find themselves after the death of their wives, 
alone . No place ever a gain seems like home. One of these 
v eterans , subsequent to his fi r st -v ife 1 s death, enter ed into 
other ma r riages in his search for stability, both of which ended 
in dismal failui•e . He is desc r ibed as a "lonely , embittered 11 
man living alone in a single room in another fa.rn.ily 1 s home in a 
section of the city of which he is ashamed and vrhere his 
relatives refuse to visit him. Another sold his home and now 
resides with his late wife's relatives; he knows that he can 
neve r conquer his loneliness in his present living arrang ements. 
Still another has been living alone in a room for a decade and 
expresses a wish to move to some residential hotel lilre the 
Tvlo others O\'ffi their own homes. One of these is too larg e 
and lonesome for the patient who has considered having friends 
move in to keep him company. Tb.e other, his son in service, 
has vli th him his son's family. A conflict of generations is 
I re g istered in the :man's feeble, ni feel like a strang e ::r. .. in my 
ovm home.n 
Only t-wo of the Wor ld War II veterans specifically mention 
h ousint; problems. One married vetex•an is living in a p r oject 
\Vhich he dislikes becaus e of the 11 noise and r ush''. A single 
veteran is living with a mar ried brother and cor~1ents that he 
11never had nruch home life.n Possible sources of unexp ressed 
dissatisfaction may be found in t he living a r- rangements of the 
single and divorced veterans who live alone, as well as in the 
c a s e o f t h e oldest of the Vlo r ld Wa~e II veter ans of this study 
v1ho live s a lone vri th, an.d is the s o le support of, his a g e d , 
unstable, mother. Also there are t h e cases of the ma r·ried 
coup le vr i th one child living in ru1. ap al""'tment Vl i th t h e veteran's 
fath er; t he coup le who share an apart ment with an uruna l""'ried 
friend; and t he coup le with one child ·who live upstairs from 
the wife 1 s family. This latter vetera...n. den;ies any p ossibility 
of :fx•iction b y stoutly assertinc; that he has nthe best motheT•-
in-law in t h e vro r ld 11 • Tl1.e k inds of probler.1s p resented by the 
Wor ld War I group of veterans are mo r e clear ly delineate d in 
te r ms of marital status than in te: ... ms of occup ational sta tu_s, 
a l thoue;h a somevrh a t high.el""' incidence of difficulties with 
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people seems to prevail run.ong the employed in this group. Since 
the emp loyed are, as a rule, a more active group , coming into 
contact with mOJ.."'e individuals, there are, perhaps, quite 
naturally more occasions f o r i ri'itation and friction than other-
wise. 
As has been noted above, the five widowed men present a 
p ictUJ.." e of great loneliness and frustrat ion at the tir:1e of 
intake. It appears in three of these cases, that one of the 
ppi me motivating agents operant in their comine; to the Clinic 
was a need for some help with the grief reaction from vihich they 
suffered. Tl1.e other two vYere quite depressed, feeling that they 
belong ed to no one and that no one really cared . All five at 
some point in their subsequent treatment at the Clinic were seen 
by Social Service for supportive therapy . 
The problems of the sincle Wo r ld War I veterans although 
not well verbalized appear quite serious, as t vm of these are 
so sev erely handicapped as to require legal e uardians. One of 
these :men is extremely antagonistic towards the brother who 
p l ays the Pole of his 11 conservatorli. Another presents a feeling 
of comp lete v:rorthlessness and rejection of self, a comp l et e 
v"lelding of personality and sy.mptor.1s indicated by his comment 
thB. t no one rmnts him and he is unable to vrork Ol"' marry because 
he is ill. 
Although mention of difficulties with peop le is app rox-
i mately equal for these two group s, further observation by the 
writer seems to indicate greater evidence of withdrawal and a 
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reduced capacity to relate among the Vlor ld War I vetePans of 
this study . 
T"nree of the married Wor ld War I veterans, for example, are 
v ery seclusive , relying heavily upon t heir wives and families. 
One mentions that he rarely leaves the home except when accom-
panied by his wife. Two others are embarrassed in s ocial 
relat ionship s by their observable s~nptoms, and a s a result, 
shun p eople. 
A fe eling of being neglec ted by one's fmaily and/or chil-
dren is prominent among all, regardless of marital status. One 
marpied man :t•emarks, 11 My son has his own troubles. 11 r·/iailY of 
these men, like their Wor ld War II brethren, ax•e n ervous and 
i i'ri tabl e . One resents the fact that due to his wife' s illnes s 
h e is burdened with many of the househ old chores; another co~-
ments that he 11 ca.n't stand sleep ing with anyone , not even in the 
s rune r oom-. 11 
Case ill ustr ations I through IV below indicate t he k inds of 
problem complexe s which may be f ound among these '~orld War I and 
II veterans as they are seen at intake . The cases chos en by the 
writer by no means r epresent every kind of problem pres ented by 
these men, but are felt to be good examples of the lcinds of 
peop le the inta_lce social vm:c"ker and psychiatr ist mig,ht see in 
the course of an average day. 
CASE I - A World War I Veteran 
~~is sixty-five year old Army veteran cruae to the 
Clinic complaining of wealcness of his legs, sh oulder 
pains, tiredness, cryin g spells, some depressed 
feelings, insonmia, and concern about himself . The 
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time his married daughter and her family moved 
out of his home. His wife was goin g out and 
seemed to have other interests. 
Although considered at the time of discharge to 
be "physically and mentally sound", this patient 
was awarded disability compensation fo r a neuro-
psychiatric complaint two years after discharge and 
has been receiving this for approximately t·wenty-
nine years with five different alterations in 
p e r centage during this period. 
The intalce psychiatrist felt that the patient 
possessed a great deal of unexpressed hostility 
both toward children who had been ungrateful and 
the wife for whom he had cm ... ed in the pas t and Yiho 
now abandoned him because of her oth er interests. 
The hostility seemed large l y turned inward, the 
patient feeling helpless and dependent and uncon-
sciously craving gratification of these needs. 
The case was diagnosed a s an acute situational 
reaction marked by the aforementioned somatic 
manifestations. It was felt that up to this 
point the p atient's needs and 1.mde plying aggres-
sive trends had been well sublimated. 
The case was assigned to a social worker for 
relationship therapy of a supportive nature with 
some emphasis on assisting the patient in the 
expression of his aggressive feeling s. Clearance 
vli th the internist was s u g g ested fox· any physical 
needs which might be present. 
The patient was seen three times by the social 
vmrker over a s p an of about three months, at the 
conclusion of which he was dis charged as i mproved. 
During this period the patient actually seemed to 
11 worl{ throug1P a good deal of his feeling s around 
his daughter's leaving and his own g rowing older 
to such an extent that his somatic cornp laints no 
lone;er bothered him when the case was closed. 
This patient had made a ve1 ... y acceptable adjustment through-
out his p ost-service life, having been employed steadily up to 
and including the time of' this initial contact with the Clinic. 
However , at a point when he felt abandoned and alone case vmrk 
help of the kind he was offered met many of his needs. 
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Case II - A World Wap I VetePan 
Thi s f ifty -tvro year old, unemployed , married vet-
eran served .for s ix months during rJorld War I--
his period of serv ice being terminated by demo -
b ilization. He is in ~eec cipt of t otal disability 
compensation fo l'"' a neurolo r; ical condition , and 
has been ::.."eceivinG.; this percenta2;e of cor:1..pens a tion 
fo 7 the past ei~~teen yeQr s . Sinc e service dis -
chai•ge .he has been employed on l y intermittently . 
He ori g inall;r c ame to intal:::e see~dne; medication, 
h~ving been referred f r om the Out - Pati ent Depart-
l-:1.ent '.'Thel"e he '1ad b een s e en over a long period of 
t ii~le . He felt at the t i me t hat ma..-r1y of his o·j""lilp -
to~ns wepe becoming pro e;x•essi vely wor se . He was 
findin~ it more difficu lt than e v e r to VIalk and 
talk, ~nd l~e wa s avrare of a n inc r eased tension 
nithin himse l f ac companied b y v ery definite 
fe ars of f a l l i ng . He d eni ed the pre sence of 
any othe:' p:"'oblems such 8.s d ifficulties Yd th 
peop le. Eo h ad no diffiCl1l ty vd th hj_s te1:1per , 
bec ause he ho_nd l ed :i_ t 11 b y swal lov:rin ~~ it . 11 
Tb.is patien t vra s assigned to the Dispensary 
vrhere he via s seen fox• thirty- e i ght appoint ments . 
L'iedication iiras provided as indi c ated , and the 
patient se emed t o derive some benef it merel y 
from t he fact of his contact vvith the Veterans 
AcLninistration . At the time of his l a st inter -
vievr a t the Clinic , t his p at ient was authorized 
to beg in t ~c> eatment twice monthly -v.r i t h an out s ide 
docto r who it \Vas fe lt vroul.d be of hel p to h i m. 
T"n is case illustr ates sone of the factors to be faced in 
1 deal ing vri th many of the so-called " chroni c" cases, incH victuals 
I vrho ne ither i.crant nor v:roul d be benefited by definitiv e psych o-
1 therapy . 
:-· ole of pension in increasinr; h i s s;rmptoms was p ointed out to 
At one p oint in the above cited c a se, the poss i b le 
this patient . In general, the pass ive-dependent needs o f t h is 
i ndividual who i s quite handi c app ed ore;anic a lly, vrere met not 
only throu_gh the fact of compens a tion but also t hrougl"l :medica-
tion, a nd a fair l y re ~;ular c ont a ct vri th an unders tanding and 
a cc e p ting thera p ist . 
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Case III - A V!orld War II Veteran 
This patient is a t wenty-.five year old infantry-
::mru1. YJith e~lmost three years of service, a nuinber 
of aonths of v1hich were engaged in activo combat . 
Th e patient 's outstanding tramnatic experience 
YH1S beinc; lmocked unconscious and 11 out- of my 
mindn for a considerable length of tir-1e by a 
bomb exJ.Jlosion close by . 
Tl1e p0..t :!.ent c ame to intake as a self- l"eferral 
complaining of severe headaches l as ting t vw or 
more days which had tr01.Ibled hira ever since his 
discharg e a pproximately six years earlier . He 
noted a lso a fo elin[~ of shakiness prior to t he ir 
onset and the fact that each headache seemed to 
te r minate it s course with a nosebleed . Often 
these seemed to a pp ear vJhen a decision h ad to be 
mo.de with alac:c•ity . 'l11e pa tient a l so often felt 
il•ri table and occasionally stuttered . 
He Vias a student at the time , so active in extra-
cur ricular activities as to c ause t he therapist 
to wonder if he were not overextending himself . 
He resided vlith his lilother and tvvo 1.mmar·ried 
sibling s . His f ather , a p l,ofessional man d ied 
the year befor e . The patient had cons ide:i:'ed 
enterine; t h e father 1 s pi,ofession, but dec i ded 
t h at he 11 hadn 1 t brains enough 11 • A lar r;e share 
of responsibility .fo :e the home vms shouldered 
by tb_e patient v1ho had purchased it vii th G. I. 
Loan assis tance . 
Originally, this case was diagnosed as a psycho-
neur otic somatization reaction manifest ed by 
headaches with a ques tion of p assive - a ggres sive 
T'eaction. The pc.tient was seen th:;..., ee times by 
the a g ency internist fo ~c physical needs, a nd 
k e p t fi v e a ppointments \''ri th the psychi a trist 
to v1hom he was assigned . By the time of c losing 
of this case t he diagnosis had been chang ed to 
a simple adult maladjus t ment . 
During h is contact with the Clinic the patient 
fai led at school , larg ely as a result of the 
diversity of activities in v1hi ch he vms en[_::aged , 
and beg ru1. look ing f or work . In the last inteT·-
view t h e pa tient remar ked that he was still 
somevrhat under his mother• s direction and perhap s 
nould leave home if provided with the opportunity . 
Howeve r , he recognized a distinct responsibility 
in keeping the home going . 
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T:11.e c a s e illust r at e s some o f the p r obl ems of a younger 
vet e Pan - - educational, occupat ional, and fami l y i n n atu r>e. Ma n y 
y oung l'J.en as they were d ischare;ed felt t hat they had ma tur ed 
conside rab l y a s a result of the i r service exp e rience, but mos t 
soon l e arn ed tha t there were many a reas in vrhich their g rowth 
had not k ep t p a c e wi th that of othe r aspects of' t heir p ersonal-
ities . VJise in the ways of protecting themselves under shell-
i'i:ee :1 many had gr>eat dii'ficul ty in me eting the ba~erase of home 
pl'O blems and r esponsibilities . T'.neir pe.rents o f t en 11 bab i ed 
them11 ; when they retur ned, they resented t h is. Others felt tha 
they Yuould ~;refer to l eave home , like t h is pat i ent , but i'e l t 
ti ed to the home situation by a nu1~1be 1" of subtle emo t ional need 
o.nd conflicts v1hich t hey c ould not "Lmderstand . 
Case IV - A Wo r ld War II Veteran 
Thi s is the c a se of a twenty-six year old veteran 
of t wo and one-half y ear· s servi ce, married, and 
the fa t her o f one child . \men origina lly referred 
f:r· o:rn the Out-Pati ent Department to the Clinic vri t h 
a r eque st fo r medic ation and diagnostic tests, the 
p atient wa s receiving comp ensation in the amount 
of 10 per cent . 
At the time the pat i en t wa s not interested i n 
t he Clinic's offer of treatment with a p sychia-
t r ist or a caseworker . He left to have the 
dia0:nostic tests he desired done e lsev;hel"e . The 
pa tient retul"ned o ne we ek latel", exp ln.inin,:;; that 
t h e tests h 8.d b e en ne gative:~ a nd solenmly a s k ins , 
11 Wh a t 1 s next?n 
His chief co mp l a ints were ne rvousne s s, con stEmt 
f atig"ue, occasiona l headaches, f r e quent argu-
ments with his wi f e, and dissatisfaction 17ith 
the k ind of vvorlc he vra s doing . The diac:nos t i c 
in~pres sion was one of a p assive - d ependenc y 
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reaction, and the patient was assigned to a 
social worker for case v10rk \"li th the sugges-
tion that he later also be refer:r•ed to group 
therapy. 
The patient lived near his in-laws whom he 
strongly disli ed. He refused to call his 
!llother-in-law by the term 11mother 11 , since he 
did not feel t hat she tre a ted him as ·well as 
she did her• own son . This situation was 
further complicated by the presence in the 
veteran 1 s home of his father; his mother 
havinc; died years before when the patient 
was fifteen. 
It was felt by the patient's therapist that 
since the patient's ungratified dependency 
needs were not well met , he looked for affec-
tion · to his mother-in-law rather than to his 
wife. It was planned to help the patient 
accept himself as a person vd th dependent 
needs vvho also was manly and adult. Assis-
tance in the area of vocational planning 
seemed advisable . 
The patient kept sixteen appointments with 
the social worker during the initial contact, 
a_ncl h e returned on two other occasions for 
shorter periods of the same lcind of treatment. 
This patient presents a picture of a young man deprived of 
his mother while still an adolescent who s e ems to be seel;:ing a 
maternal fi gure . The therapist by means of a kind of 11 replace-
ment therapy 11 is in a position to free him a bit in OPder that 
he may actually approach life situations with a greater degree 
of maturity . 
It is apparent from this vrri ter 1 s presentation that the 
problems of the Vlorld War I and \Vorld War II veterans have many 
common featu:.""es.. Of interest in tei'ms of what a Clinic of this 
kind can and is doing to meet these varying problems and com-
plaints are the Pelative treatment and breakage rates for these 
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two g roups of patients: 
T.ABLE x._")L'CI 
RELATIVE BREAKAGE RATEs·::· FOR TWEN'lTY-FIVE lVORLD 
VlAR I AND TVill:NTY-FIVE WORLD WAR II VETE?tANS 
Appoint - Appoint - Appoint- d ,.o d p 
ments ments ments Combined d /0 Can- Total 
War Made Cancelled CKA~'"~~ Br eakag e CKA celled Breakage 
I L~9 7 51 56 107 11 . 3 10.3 21 . 6 
II 1256 17~- 108 282 8 . 6 13 .9 22 . 5 
App roximately t Ho and one-half time s a s many a ppointme nts 
vvere made Yii th the Yfo r ld Wa r II gr oup as vii th the Wor ld War I 
veterans . Entering into t h is s ituation is a factor al~e ady 
ment ioned , namely , tha t a great many of the ol d e r men h a ve been 
on a Dispens ary level YTith monthly r athei' than weekly appoint -
ments a r T·ang ed for them . The percentag e of brealmg e found 
Yr i thin the two group s does not appear significantly different 
although t h e Wo r ld War II veterans i n cluded here d o seem more 
lilrely to cancel t heir a ppointments t han to CKA . 
-::- Thi s p ortion of the study was conducted du 1•in g t h e 
we e k o f Febl"l.W_ry 5, 1951 a n d includes appointments made 
thr ough that time . Many of these pati ents continued in 
treatrne nt long afterwards . 
.;:--::- CY A is a t erm employ ed a t t h e Clinic t o me an nceas ed 
Keep ing App ointment' ' and indicates t hat the patient d i d not 
1 call or contac t the clinic to a s li: tha t it be c nnc e lled . 
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and: 
l!Iodlin6~. has stated : 
The concept of Mental Hygiene has to do 
essentially with the prevention of mental 
illness •• • 
A second concern of the mental hygienist 
is the maintenance of mental health in those 
patients v~~o recover from i ncapacitating 
breakdowns . 
To these ends all of the diagnostic and treatment sk ills 
available at the Clinic have been put to use on behalf of those 
fifty men . Table XXXII shows a breakdown of the allocation t o 
various Clinic specialtie s (no t counting psychological testing 
or electroencephalogramy) of these two groups . If an individual 
has been assigned on a regular basis at any time during Clinic 
treatment to a particular discip line this has been tabulated . 
' In the event of a patient ' s returnine; on two or three different 
occas ions to the Clinic and bein8 assigned to the same disci-
pline each time only one notation ha s been made . Had he been 
assigned to three different di sciplines on these different 
occasions, three notations would be made . The majority of t hes e 
assi gnments were in_t_ially made prior t o the inauguration of the 
11 shak e dovm method 11 . 65 Also , as noted earlier, many of these 
assi e;ruuents have op erated concurrently . 
Herbert Modlin, ££• cit • , p • 5L~ 7 • 
- . 
65 . Gret chen Swift , 2.E. • cit . (unpublished) • 
. 
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TABLE :xJL"'<:II 
TREATMENT ALLOCATIONS OF THE T1NENTY-FIVE WORLD 
fiA!.l. I AND TWENTY-FIVE WORLD WAR II VETEP..ANS OF J:~IS STUDY 
Psychiatrist 
Social Worker 
Group Therapy 
Dispensary 
Internist 
1-Tu.mber of Treatment Allocations 
··uorld V!ar I World War IT 
1 
9 
3 
19 
5 
18 
10 
9 
1 
5 
Tl'le use of case work skills is about evenly divided among 
the Vvo rld V/ar I and World War II veterans of this study group, 
as are the services of the internist or specialist in physical 
medicine. Ei ghteen of the World War II group were seen at some 
time dur ing treatment by a psychiatrist while only one Vlorld War 
I veteran was so assigned. On tb,e other hand, nineteen World 
War I veterans have been seen in the Dispensary, as opposed to 
only one World War II veteran. 
A man's capacity to reach out beyond himself and to see 
beyond his symptoms is of vi tal importance in therapy. The 
analysis of problems seen at the point of intake seems to 
indicate a greater ability in this realm runong the younger 
veterans of this study. 
Both group s, in all but a very small number of cases, 
related their present symptoms and problems rather directly to 
----- ·~ 
I 
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ll t h eir service experiences . Some of the \'vorld 
ilhave verbalized it in this manner at intake: 
VVar I veterans 
II 
I • • • nervous since ~ orld War I. 
Never sick a day until the army . 
••• been nervous for the p ast thirty y ears; 
ever sinc e service. 
T'nese statements of the older men, Vlhich, except for t~e 
lm_, ... >nber of years mentioned , bear a g ood deal of resemblan.ce to 
those of some of t he yo1..mger men , show what can happen if a 
neurosis is allov/ed to wreal1: its havoc year after year . Early 
treatment seems to be of p~ime i mportance for nen such as these 
so that in the years to come the need for rational izations such 
as that mentioned by Waller66 will not be so great : 
Since they have been in the army , they can hanc, 
all their feeling s of g,uilt and resentment upon 
that peg , blame the vrar for everything that has 
gone wrong with the i r lives , the jobs they lost, 
the wiv es who betrayed them, the employer s v1ho 
bullied them . 
6 6 . Willard Y/aller, 2£• ill·, p . 111 . 
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CHAPTER VI 
SU1VllVlARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
TJ:1e writer has attempted to determine the similar ity or 
dissimilarity of t he symp toms and social problems, both at the 
time of initial intalre a.nd at service discharge, of twenty-five 
World War I and twenty-five \!Vorld War II veterans whose cases 
were active at the Boston Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene 
Clinic dui·ing the three months , October throug,h December, 1950. 
In undertaking this s t udy, it was the writer's feeling that 
it might be derived certain implicat ions bear ing upon futur e 
p lanning fo r the p sychonem:-otic veteran in general. 
m~apters III and IV have been devoted, respectively, t o a 
des cription of the 'li~fo rld War II and World ifvar I ve terans of this 
s t udy with emphasis not only upon their appearance at inta}:e , 
but also upon the k inds and quali ty of adjus t ments whi ch t hey 
had made in t h e pas t and the evidences of ear l y neurotic traits, 
illnesses, or social tramna which may have been influential in 
the moldin ::; of their present personalities. From these chapters 
there have been developed rough , composite p ictui·es of each of 
t hese groups which may , in some r espects , be typical of many of 
the veterans in treatment at the Clinic who f all v;ithin these 
age divisions . 
T'ne composite ex-serviceman of v1Jorld Wa1~ II fou..nd in this 
grouping i s, on the average, a t wenty - eight y ear old Caucasian 
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young man who is more likely t o b e marx•ied than not . If' he is 
ma r ried , this ceremony was performed a little over a year after 
his discharg e from service . 
He grew up in an el"a of deppe ssion, and in thirteen of 
these cases he entered t Le army to help wage a war which h i s 
elders had felt would never come to p ass . 
In fifteen instances , he was discharged between twenty-one 
and f or ty months after entering t he service . His is a Pelative-
ly long period of service when compared with the official length 
of United States p a r ticipation in Wo x·ld War I of ninete en months 
and four days . 
Prior to service he completed an averag e of 10 . 8 grades, 
ond in sixteen cases he had had some type of employment exper-
ience . A Pather hid~ incidence of d i sabline physical or emo-
tional disorders appeal"S in his f ar.11ily in sixteen cas e s, vrh ile 
he hims elf seems to have been afflict e d in foux•teen of these 
cases with some type of sePious illness or neupotic trait, whicl-:t, 
hovreveP, was not noted at the time of h is enlistment . 3ome 
precedents seem to have been established durinc his formative 
years fo r the use of his body in the expression or resolution 
of a conflictual situation . 
At the time of initial intake he is receiving no hi p;her 
than 50 per cent compensation foP a servic e-connected or service-
aggravated neuro tic difficulty. In fifteen of the c a ses he is 
emp loyed a t some fo r m of e;ainful activity at the tine of 
initial intake, and, if he is married, it appeaps that he is 
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more likely to be employed t h an if he is single. If single , he 
is more apt to be fur•ther•ing his education than if marri ed. 
There was a mean time lag of 10.6 months between the date 
o~ his separat ion from service ~Dd the establis~ment of a Clinic 
at the Boston Re t;ional Off ice. However, his first request for 
Clinic treatment dated almost fo rty-one months after discharge. 
As a rule, h e was referred originally f :!."Om the Out - Pati ent 
Department of the Veterans Adm:tnistration v1here , in a number of 
instances, he had been rec eiving t r ea tment concur rently with 
that of a pr ivate physician. He c ar;1e eal"lier to the Clini c, on · 
t he whole , if he was in the y oun c;est ase grouping , six t een 
throu£:)1 t w·enty years, at service entr ance, indic a ting , but not 
provinG in any conclusive way, that r esistance to psychiatric 
treatment may vary some·what with t h e a ge of these patients, a s 
vYell a s with many other factors . He i s mo st often diagnosed as 
having a p sychoneurosis, usually accomp anied by a variety of 
somatic features . 
T'.ne compos ite World War I vetel"an, as seen at intake , is 
approximately f ifty-five years of a ge, and is more ap t to be 
ma r r ied than not--having married in n o s t instance s for the i'irst 
time about five years after service discharge. 
On the average this veteran vvas about t vrenty- rour ye .g_rs or 
a e;e when he entered a branch of se1 .. vice which was, in an over-
vrhelming number of insta....Dces, the army . In thiPty-six per cent 
of t he c a s es he was between t went y -six and thirty - five at 
service ent:eance in contrast wi th tvvelve per c ent of the ~·.ro r·ld 
1 2L~ 
War II veterans who fell v:rithin this grouping at that time. The 
rvorld War I veteran of this study a ppears to have been initiall y 
an older man than was the World War II veteran. 
In mos t cases, vvhen dis charged from service he was consi-
dered to be in either 11 gooda or "excellent" health, and in only 
four cases was he d ischarged solely on the g r01.mds of physica l 
or emotional necessity. 
'EI'lere vrere nu.nlel"'ous changes in l aw and policy subsequent to 
his discharge pe garding veterans' benefits; and , increasingly 
aware of symp toms and complaints he attributed to the service 
exp erience, this vetepan filed for disability compensation on 
the a verage of 15.9 months later. In many instances he filed 
at a time vvhen Salmon67 was writing: 
It is becom.ing more and more difficult to 
connect present disability with war service, 
especially in those disorders that have a 
long , slow onset and, even after they are 
developed, rema in unde1., cover f or some time 
because of the hes itancy of the patient or 
his friends to recognize their existence. 
At the time of intake this patient is most likely receiving 
between 50 and 100 per c ent disability compensation; in nine 
instances he is in r•eceipt of the latter, indicating that he is 
considered to be, f o p the most part , mo r e disabled than his 
yo1.mger fellow veterans. In the majority of cases, there has 
been a progressive increase in his p ension rating as the years 
have p assed. This is a fact of great significance when consi-
dering the futures of the younger men of' this study and in 
67 . Thomas Salmon, M.D., QQ.· cit., p . 7. 
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!anticipating of the ultimate financial burden of the entire 
Vet erans Administration . 
This composite V'fOl"ld Vvar I veteran completed, on the aver-
a g e, 7.9 grades, a pproximately three less than more recent 
veter ans, a fact illustrative of the over-all rise in education- ~ 
a l level of our entire p opulation vd thin the last few genera- I 
tions. 
In fifteen of these cas es there is some rnention of certain 
~U1usual social t r auma, a ccidents, illnesses , and neurotic trait~ 
The p redisposing facto r s in the envirorunent of the older veteran 
do not seem to h ave differed very considerably in number from 
t h ose of the y ounger man, although h is r eco rds are les s clear 
on many of these p oints. In seventeen instances he is said to 
h ave been exposed during the course of his lifetime to observa-
tion of disabling physical or emotional di sorders in close 
family nemb ers vrith nnervousness 11 ment ioned fourteen times and 
psychosis or "shell shockn, five times . 
This veteran had , in every case, some k ind of pre-service 
emp loyment, largely unsk illed or s emi -sk illed in n ature . His 
relatively gr eater a g e at entrance into service may account f or 
the greater incidence of such emplo~nent found in his c a se than 
in tha t of the y oung er man. In thirteen case s he cor.~leted 
training in a new occu p a tiona l specialty u nder the auspices of 
the Voc a tional Rehabilitation Division a fter separ ation froL'l 
se r vice. In r;eneral he did not continue in t h is line of ·wo rk 
at the t e r min 8_tion of his training . At the time of this study 
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nine of the World War II veterans were re ceiving or had received 
such trainin g , but it is too eax•ly t o d etermine its influence 
u pon their futur e emplopnent . 
At intake, in fourteen cases, the World War I veteran 1;-.ras 
unemp loyed ; whereas in the othePs he was carryinz on some :form 
of g ainful activity. It appears that his present mode of 
occup a tional adjustment is a fairly sensitive indicator of hi s 
previous vvork ad justment , for if he is cur rently employed, or is 
unemp loyed but in re c eip t of a retirement income, it is lilcely 
that he has had a stable employment b.isto :'"'y in the past . One 
mir.;ht speculate , in this conne ction, that those of the World War 
I I v eterans who are now employed may be more likely to continue 
to manifest stability of emplo·yment in the future than those who 
are unemployed. Hov1evep , such a sta t ement does n ot take into 
c onsideration the factor of t::e eatment which may release some of 
t hese unemployed individuals t o t he extent that they ·wi ll be 
mo:e e c omfortable and as o. consequence mor e able to seel{ and to 
hold er1p l opnent . 
The World 1:'h~r I ve teran was 1-·eferred mo st commonl y to the 
Clinic fro!ll the Out-Patient Department ; and , as a rule , he crune 
seeking the medication v1hi ch h e had been receiving for many 
years. He is liltely t o h ave an 01,ganic condition or one with 
orr;anic finding s , complicated by an emotional overlay, or to be 
de emed psychoneurotic . In f our cases he -rms considered incom-
pe t ent to handl e his own affairs and had a gv_ardia.n. . 
Th e comparison of symptoms and social probl ems of these t wo 
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. eroup s was complicated by the inadequacy of' available records . 
I'.'iuch of' the mcd:,er ial included in some portions of' the Essential 
Folcle:o.' s is compiled under stress in field or evacuation hospi-
tals, 3.J1.d cePtain inadequacies and oversights are to be anti-
cipated. As a r esult r;1uch signif'icant diac;nostic infor D.ation . J_S 
o.ft en lost vri th the pas sine of the years . 
In some cases, there is no mention of s-yraptoms at the time 
of sep al"'ation f r om service, although the writer noted a marl:ed 
Sl).p eriori ty of the World \'Jar II records over those of the earlie 
p eriod . Under such circumstances, the v,rri ter has used for com-
p arative purp os e s those s-ymptoms expl"'essed at the time of ini 
cor:~ensation claim. 
This raises the question as to whether or not the veteran's 
condition mai- not alre ady have been consolidated by that tine as 
a r esult of' his llavinc; had little or no treatment in the service l 
or p Pior to the fil ing of' this fir st clain for compensation. 
The records emp loyed bear testimony to many advances in military 
psychiatry during World War II and indicate that many of the 
younger group of men wei'e exposed to some form of p s y chiatric 
t:r•eatment whi l e still in the service, although there seems to be 
no way to accurately measure its results in these cases. A 
definite lack of' available l)Sychiati·i c t r·e atn:.ent was noted by 
authorities at the conclusion of V/orld War I . HoweveP, many of 
the rlorld War II veterans, a lthough p sychiatx•ic treatnent was 
available, did not seek it out until long after they first 
bec ame mr2.re of their conditions. 
Is it possib le, per'ha.p s that the treatment problem, the 
difficulty of reversing syn~ toms, is as great three years after 
discharg e as it is thirty years after discharg e ·when no treat-
ment of a psychotherapeutic nature has been given in the 
interim? ~Le facts of this study by the i r very nature support 
neither one conclusion nor the other , a nd it vrould seem that 
this might be a valid field for further research, using a 
g reater n~unber of c ases , perhaps, than are included in these 
samples . 
'ErJ.is study does indic ate, however , in both the ·world War I 
and \'Jorld War II groups, that there a r e certain functional 
symptoms and complaints which, once present, tend to clin,3 with 
greater tenacity than others, and the presence of which in the 
y ounger men may point to the possibility of what mi ght be tepmed 
a n chr onic neur'o sis 11 • These seem to include : 
Headaches; sleeping difficulties ; chronic 
fatieue and weakness, i i'ritability, backaches 
and pains and generalized nervousness . 
A comp arison of the symptoms a})pearing most fre quently at 
o r near discharge of both group s shovJs a marlmd similarity 
between these tvro, symptoms of anxiety largely predominating . 
TI1ese findings tend to co~firm the observations of earlier 
stud ies of both WadsWOl""th6B and J,iassoneau. 69 The one notable 
dissimila:-i ty between the tvro groups is the much greater 
incidence of convulsions i n the older gl""Ol.lp at their discharge, 
68 . lilajor Morton L. Wadsvmrth, ~· cit ., p . 30 . 
69 . Grace Mas soneau , ~· ill·, p . 576 . 
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possibly indicating less ri gid se l ective service standaPd s 
dUl'"' i:nc; the Fix•st Horld War. 
The symptoms presented by the tv10 group s at intal{e vvere 
found to be quite similar to one another, possibly more similar 
t han d ifferent. As a vvhole, these did not appear to vary s reat-
ly f r om those presented by the groups at dischar•ge, althO"Ll.,g,."'-1. 
some vari a tion, individual by individual, was noted. A rela-
tively hi~er incidence of car diac complaint s and seizur es was 
noted among the rlorld War I veterans at intake than among the 
y oQnger men . A greater preponderance of subjective emotiona l 
symptoms at the point of intake ·was noted for the World War II 
e;r oup than h ad been the case at discharge. 'E.11.is may reflect 
merely an increased realization that things have not been as 
Hr osy" as many a veteran had felt th~y would be onc e they 
returned to their home s and farnilies. 
Tl1e p ictm'"'e the v1ri tel" had hop ed to secur e as to whether 
t he s ymp ton.s of t h ese fifty veterans were the same, similar, or 
different fron the time of discharge was disto r ted by the reco 
ins of vital d ischarge data, especially in the Uorld War I case 
Of tvren ty-three World Vlar I veterans f or whom such information 
as available , twenty presented at least one symptom judged by 
t h e viri ter to be the same as at the time of discharge, and thir-
teen p resent ed a t l east two symptoms so judged. Of twenty-four 
V/or ld War I vet e rans on whom such information was available , 
fif'teen we -::-e felt to have one symptom which remained the same, 
and five , t-..yo which remained the same. The results were 
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inconclusive as to the relative de gl"'ees of fixity of these 
symptol~s, a lthou[;h from t h eil" very mode of relating to people, 
one is inclined to feel that the World War I veterans are on 
t he whole a far more ri g i d group . 
Five of the Vlo r ld Vlar II veterans stated at intak e tha t 
t hey hacl no p ex•sonal problems other than the symp toms vrhich were 
troubling them. Three of the \'Vo: ... ld War I veterans either felt 
they had no problems or v.rere unable to bPing out Peadily those 
they did have . 
'E11.e maj oP problem aPeas outlined by the writer fo r study 
included: seA."Ual difficulties; marital difficulties; parental 
andjoP family difficulties; occupational difficulties; diffi-
culties vii th peop le; school problems ; l e g a l difficulties ; and 
hous i n g difficulties . On the ~:vhole , both of these veter-an 
c;roups give evidence of extreme unhappiness and discomfo ::. .. t , as 
an a v era g e of more than one but not quite t wo problems apiece 
f ocussed i n the major areas of study were folmd for both . 
Sexual pPoblems have a relat ively h i gher incidence ar:1ong 
the sil1.;::;le World vVar- II vete:"ans than among the single Vlo r ld Har 
I veterans , as mi ght possibly be expecte d a s a 1 ... esult of the 
diminution of spec ific sexual concer ns occurring in the older 
group. 
A greater feeling of worthlessness , lone line ss, frustrati 
and .failur e s e emed to pervade the older group as a vrhole, p ar-
ticularly t h ose who i'lere widowed . These latter Vlo l"ld \~Jar I 
veterans expl"essed great 1.mhappiness about their living arrange-
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area f ar exceeded eJJ.y dissatisfaction with housing found among 
any other division by marital status of either the World 'Har I 
or ·v-Jorld rlar II groups • 
The problems of the nar ried men of both age grouping s viere 
quite similar in many respec t s, frequent arguments in the horae 
beinf, ~Jerhap s the ir commoEest c omplaint . Feeling s of neglect by I 
families and children wer•e mark ed amonL, the older men who tended 
also to manifest a greater de gree of seclusiveness and vlithdravr-
al f r om }Jeople . Th.e wri teP feels that the marital problems of 
the younger men have a far greater tinge of underlying seA~.al 
maladjustment than is the case in the older gx•oup , since their 
e.x::pectations in this area of the marital Pelationship are 
1.mdoubtedly much gpeater. No sexual problems , however , were 
mentioned by any of these married men . 
In both groups , the majority of those vrho were employed 
expressed grea t dissatisfaction with their employment. 
It is felt by this writer that in all cases seen at t h is 
and other mental hygiene clinics , the potential su.ccess of a 
sustained therapeutic r elationship depends in large part u p on 
the incUvidual 1 s ability to look beyond himself for help . Th.e 
greater capacity of the younger men in this :i." e gard seems to be 
evidenced by the greater incidence of their request for treat-
ment of a psycholo gical or psychotherapeutic nature . Nineteen 
of the Wor ld \"far I veterans of this study had had some treatment 
on a Disp ensar-y level , whereas only one of the World Vlar II 
vet e:L"ans h a d had such tr>eatment . Ei f)lteen instances of treat-
are noted for this World War II group ing , 
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while arnonc; the World Vvar I veterans only one such instance is 
noted. At present it a ppears that the runenability of the 
maj o r ity of the older group to treatment of an insigl1. t type is 
limited , a. lth01 .. 1.,5h it seems possible , by the medium of a more 
supportive approach, to enable these individuals to live a 
happier, more comfor table, a.n.d more p roductive life. 
The percenta2_';e of breakag e ·was roughly the same f o:P both 
g roup s, tha t of the World \Var II gr'oup exceeding by about 1 per 
cont tha t of the World War I vetei'ans . It appeal"ed that the 
'ilorld War II veterans of this study were more lik ely to cancel 
than to CKA . 
The results of this study seem to p o int to the p ossib ility 
that although the s pecific problems of veterans s uch as these 
may alter vrith the p assage of time as nev1 situations are met in 
the v e ry p rocess of living an d aging, \7i thout treatment the 
symptoms they present tend to chang e little in many instances 
over the years, although some of the more vivid manifestations 
of snxiety may decrease in time . Characteristic s yrnpto:.;.1s 
patterns do tend to repeat themselves . 
The literature on the subject suc;gests a tendency for many , I 
psychiat r ists and layman a like, to feel that many of the chronic 
neuroses are fostered in pa:e t by the pensioning p rogram of the 
Veterans Administration . Some of the cases of this study, 
esp ecially amone the World vifar I group, do raise this as a 
possibility. One is inclined , in discernine the discomfort of 
these men, to conclude that: 
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..A..ny escape frora life which comes through 
neurosis is dearly p aid for by the neurotic 
in anxiety, physica l discomfo r t, ineffici-
ency , s.nd the loss of prest i g e which resu lts 
from his inability to keep up in his wo r k and 
h is inability t o enjoy life with his fellows . 70 
At the conclusion of Hor ld i.Var II there emerged evidence of 
a great deal of pro gress in the philosophy of veterans' benefits 
with much more emphasis upon rehabilitation which is aimed, 
accord ins t o CurKming : 
• • • at helping the veteran gain a position in 
the community livine; at l east cmm11ensurate vri th 
the advancement he would have made had not mil-
ita ry duties inter vened . 71 
Some attemp t seems to have been made by military author-
ities to convey this attitude to the World War II veteran even 
prior to d ischarge, and this study does indicate on the part of 
t h ese y ounger men an incl~eased awa1~eness of their r i ghts above 
' t h at realized by an earlier group . 
Yet, today, the question of pension remains an ltnanswered 
one. 'I'he pros and cons have been, and continue to be, Vlei g_"Qed 
of llunp - slml rather than installment payment; of a reasonable 
flat rate p a yment for all disability vii thout constant chan ges in 
percentage s on the b asis of rating examina tions; and of treat-
ment in the absence of p ensioning entirely. 
In the two group s which the writer has studied are seen men 
suffering f r om neurotic disabilities of v arying degrees of 
severi t y, men ·who are about to r eceive some fo1•m of treatment 
70 . Edwar d Vfeiss, M.D. and o. Spurgeon En glish, M. D . , 
£12.• cit . , p . 3L!- • 
71 . Ro ger Cummine-. op. ~it. • P . 52L_. 
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this Clinic. In spite of the great differences in their ages, 
the similar ities found in these two groups in regard to -Ghe 
facto r s studied is quite disturbing, and this knowledge throws 
a [!;reat d e al of responsibility upon the shoulders of the 
Veterans Aillninistration. 
The writer with the results of this study in mind concludes 
vfi th Iviodlin 72 that: 
• • • v1e a r e in the remarkable position of 
being able to p redict the kinds of psychiatric 
illness that we shall see. Here is an oppor-
tunity for pre-planning73 so tT•emendous tha t 
it wei ghs as a hea~J r esp onsibility. 
Hmn ·well this enormou s challenge is to be met i n t h e y ears 
t o come d epends upon many factors of which we can h 2.ve l ittle 
wledg e today. It is to be hoped that the experiences of the 
as ref lected in studies of this kind, will provide the 
f o r a ve r y car eful evaluation of all future pro grruns and 
treatment for veterans . Perhaps in this instarlCe we can look 
u p on the future far more optimistically than did Braceland 71.1-
hen he commented: 
Each successive war necessarily bring s vlith it 
new p roblems, but the old ones crop up rep e a tedly 
and as vre encounter thora a gain and a gain we won-
der vrhy man is so slow to profit by experience 
and histor y. Perhaps t h e c ~mic expressed it 
best of all when he said, 11 Men learn nothing 
from history only that men lear n n othing f r om 
h istory. 11 
72 . Hel"'bert Modlin, M.D . , 2J2.• cit ., p . 553. 
73. Writer's italics. 
71:-• Capt . Francis 3 . Braceland (M •• C.) U. s . N. H., 11 Psychia-
Vfar II 11 , American Journal of Ps][chiatr y, 
App~j(~~ 
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SCHEDULE 
CASE# : 
CLAIM #-=---------- DATE OF E!iJ"LI STI·iLSHT : DATE OF DISCHARGE : ------------ II 
BIRTHDATE : TYPE OF DISCH.A.J.~GE : 
~~~=----------DATE OF M.ARRI AGE : BRANCH OF SERVICE:-------------
- -----
I NDI CATI ONS OH' PREDISPOSITION I F ANY: 
Physi c al: 
Ivlal" i tal and Fami l z : 
Oc cupat ional ~~d Educational: 
Social: 
CIRCUMSTANCES OF SERVICE BREAKDOWN: 
Sp ecific traum.a if' any: 
I·.1edical c are in s ervice: 
Complaints, fears, injuries, etc . and pi~ sis at Discharr:~e : 
!POST- SERVICE CHANGES : 
Date of' first compensation claim: 
- ------
Pension ~h ::mo;es: 
Medical Care Rec e ived (VA and other): 
Other ch anges noted: 
SCHEDULE (Continued) 
DATE OF FIRS T CLINIC INTAKE : __ " ________________ _ 
REFERrtAL SOURCE : 
-------------------------------
lTEASON FOR COMI NG: 
-----------------------------
TO 1ilHOI\'I AS SIGNED : 
------------------------------
SYTviPTO h1S ( (INCLUDING FEARS , CO MPLAI NTS , ETC.) NOTED: 
OCCUPATIONAL AND/OR SCHOOL DIFFICULTIES: 
IDIFFICULTI1~S 'iHTH PEOPLE ( SOCIAL): 
OTHER DIFFICULTIES : 
DIAGNOSIS : 
--------~---------------------------
SIGNIFIC_l!l'i"T COMI'/lliNTS j PATIENT AND/O R THERAP I ST): 
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